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ABSTRACT 
’1 
1 
This repor t  discusses an experimental invest igat ion o f  the 
gaseous react ion zone located above the burning surface o f  a composite 
s o l i d  propellant, I n  the investigation, the temperature p r o f i l e  
w i th in  the gaseous react ion zone was measured w i th  a modified l i n e  
reversal pyrometer. I n  conjunction w i th  th is ,  a servo-controlled 
feedshaft was employed t o  dr ive the strand o f  propel lant  toward the 
temperature measurement region a t  the same ra te  a t  which the strand 
burned, This technique enabled a zone f’n the flame t o  be examined 
over a contro l led length o f  time, 
A p o a y s u l f i d e - a ~ o n i ~ m  perchlorate s o l i d  propel lant  was used 
I’n the study, The e f f e c t  o f  oxidl’zer s ize on the temperature p r o f i l e  
was investigated by using a propellant containing a . f i n e -  ox id izer  
gr ind (&6p) and a propel lant  containing a coarse oxidizer gr ind 
(&Sop), The propellants were burned a t  pressures ranging fwm, 
atmosgheric t o  215 psta. 
A motion p ic tu re  study was conducted i n  which the gaseows 
reaction zone and burning surface o f  a propel lant  sample were 
photographed as the ~ e r w ~ e c h a n i s m  operated. The resu l ts  o f  t h i s  
study demonstrated tha t  the servomechanism was capable o f  posi t ion ing 
the burnf’ng surface sa t i s fac to r i l y ,  
x i  
The results of the temperature measurements showed that the 
gaseous reaction zone cannot be represented by a one-dimensional 
temperature profile. 
zone is not confined t o  a t h j n  region adjacent to the surface; 
rather, a t  the pressures examined, the reaction zone extends up to 
a distance of approximately 1 m from the surface, a measurement 
which is greater than that found by some researchers, 
I t  was also found that the gaseous reaetion 
J 
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INTRODUCTION 
I n  the past f i f t e e n  years a considerable amount o f  experimental 
and theoret ical  research has been directed towards understanding the 
steady s ta te  combustion o f  composfte soldd propellant&. Upon not ing 
the extensive amount o f  work i n  t h i s  area, one might erroneously con- 
clude tha t  the so le ~ t i ~ a t ~ ~ n  for t h i s  research i s  based upon the 
need for a steady s ta te  burning ra te  heoaly which w i l l  al low a 
' 1  . I 
p r i o r i  burndng ra te  predic t ion for those pyo e l  lants. Certainly, 
the development o f  such a steady s tate model would be helpful ;  but, 
unfortunately , other phenomena associated with the combustion process 
introduce effects which must also be deal t w i  t h  when designdng a 
s o l i d  propel lant  rocket motor, Several o f  the mope fmportant e f fects  
are as fo8lows: 
1 the e f f e c t  o f  erosive b u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  which 4 s  fntmduced when 
combustion products sweep over the burning surface, 
' and 
the 
2, the e f f e c t  o f  unstable bupning which resul ts  f r o m  both acoustic 
nonaeoustdc interact ions between the hot c ~ r n b ~ ~ t ~ o n  products ' and 
burning s o l i d  prope~lant ,  and 
3, the effect of acceleratfon forces whfch are present when-the 
rocket i s  spinning or experiencing a hdgh ra te  of acceleration, 
2 
Recognizing the existence o f  these and other effects, it can be 
seen, then, t h a t  the object ive ob steady s ta te  propel lant  research i s  
much more Pawl reaching than j u s t  a steady s tate so lut ion t o  s o l i d  pro- 
pel l a n t  combustion which allows a p r i o r i  burning ra te  predictions. 
Rather, the importance l i e s  i n  the basic understanding o f  the combus- 
t i o n  process which w i l l  g ive a foundation f o r  understanding the complex 
problems mentioned previously, 
Experimental research t o  date has been occupied w i th  many 
aspects o f  the steady s ta te  combustion process which includes studies 
of s o l i d  phase reactions, gas phase reactions, and combinations o f  
these reactions 
the above reactions; however, no theoret ical  model f o r  steady s ta te  
Theoretical work has been directed towards analyzing 
combustion has been developed t o  date which r e l i a b l y  predicts the 
burndng character ist ics ob a composi t e  propellant, 
One of the most widely debated issues o f  the steady s tate com- 
bustion o f  composite s o l i d  propellants 3s the contr ibut ion o f  the heat 
generated i n  the gaseous react ion zone t o  the t o t a l  heat necessary 
t o  sustain the cont ro l l ing  surface reactions. indeed, the flame 
structure above the burning surface i s  not we1 l understood and has 
been approxdmated as : 
lo occurring adjacent t o  the burning surface such tha t  a l l  
energy required by the surface reactions orfginates from the gas 
phase reactions (l]*; - 
*Numbers i n  parentheses ind icate pub1 icat ions 1 i s ted  I n  the L i s t  
o f  References 
3 
2. occurring a t  an intermediate distance from the burning 
surface whereby only a f rac t i on  o f  the heat necessary t o  sustain the 
surface react ion comes from the gas phase reactions (2.3); and 
3, occurring a t  a distance from the burning surface great 
enough t h a t  the surface reactions must depend on subsurface reactions 
f o r  t h e i r  sustaining energy (41, 
The prime r e a m -  f i r  the confusion i s  the lack o f  agreement 
i n  the resu l ts  of experiments which are designed t o  determine the 
structure o f  the flame zone. 
tha t  the adiabatfc flame temperature o f  the gas phase react ion occurs 
Results have been obtaa’ned which show 
very close t o  the burning surface (51, However#l other resu l ts  (6.7) 
have shown tha t  the react ion zone i s  very extensive (by two orders 
o f  magnftude) over t h a t  o f  the resu l ts  presented i n  (1) and (2). 
The object ive o f  t h i s  research program was t o  develop a 
technique f o r  measuring the temperature p r o f i l e  above the burning 
surface o f  a composite propel lant  and t o  re la te  the resu l ts  o f  the 
measurement t o  previous experimental invest igat ions o f  the gaseous 
combus t i o n  zone 
I 
i 
4 
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I 
I REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
a L  '* General Oiscussion 
Over the past two decades, s o l i d  propel lant  rocket propulsion 
has been accepted as the propulsion source i n  various m i l i t a r y  and 
space applications. The acceptance o f  the s o l i d  propel lant  rocket 
has l e d  t o  extensive invest igat ions i n t o  the nature o f  steady s ta te  
combustion f o r  many d i f f e r e n t  types o f  rocket propellants, The most 
thoroughly investigated class o f  propellants i s  t ha t  o f  the double- 
base propel lant  which i s  simply a co l l o ida l  mixture o f  n i t r o -  
cel lu lose and an explosive p last ic izer ,  usual ly n i t rog lycer in ,  t o  
which addit ives and b a l l i s t i c  moddfiers are added t o  obtain desired 
propel lant  characterist ics. Several excel l e n t  reviews o f  the combustion 
o f  double-base propellants can be found i n  References (8, 9, and lo) ,  
I n  recent years, the composite type o f  propel lant  has 
received a great deal of a t tent ion i n  the l i t e r a t u r e  ( l l , l 2 )0  The 
composite type o f  propel lant  consists o f  a f i n e l y  divided gr ind (from 
about 5~ t o  2 0 0 ~ )  o f  oxidizer c rys ta l  dispersed throughout a matr ix 
o f  p l a s t i c  o r  elastomeric compound whdch also serves as the fue l  f o r  the 
combustion reaction, 
matr ix compound i n  order t o  increase the energy release o f  the com- 
bus t i o n  process a 
I n  many instances addi t ives are added t o  the 
I 
, 
I 
5 
J 
I 
I 
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Description 0% %he C ~ ~ b ~ s t i o n  of Composdte ~ o ~ d d . ~ ~ p e ~ l ~ n t $  
The overaii 1 cOmb~stiQaa process o f  a composi te sol 4d propel lant 
appears to be a complex interplay of ~eaction$ i n  both the solid and 
the gaseous phase o the bMr~iaag pPopel%anto In order t o  examine the 
process, i t  i s  expedient to isolate each o f  the i ~ p o ~ ~ n ~  reactfo s 
and e x a ~ f ~ ~  them $epaPa%ely~ The sketch i n  Fig. 1 illustrates a 
simple compos$ te ~ ~ o ~ e l ~ a n t  consistding o f  a typical polymetrfc bfnder 
(such as poIysulf$de, ~ O l y M P ~ ~ h a ~ ~ ~  or poaybutadiencc-acryl i c  acid) 
and a bimodal (two sizes: $%ne and coarse) d ~ s ~ r ~ ~ u t i o n  o f  ground 
ammonium p e ~ ~ h l ~ ~ a t e  crystals as sxdd$xeao, I n  the combustfon o f  
olated for d i s -  
cussioaa purposes: 
1 The ~ x o % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  hete~og~aaeo~s reaction between the bfnder 
and the oxidizer inter 
2, The endothe ~ysfs sf the binder  QP fuel, 
3, The exothermic ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ o $ ~ t i o a a  o f  the xfdlrer crystal , 
and 
eew the oxfdfzer 
%"on prod~c%$ and the fuel pyrolysis products, 
The ~ x - 4 ~ t e ~ ~ ~  ob a $ b s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e  r ~ ~ ~ i o n  -4s based on the premise 
that heat t ~ a ~ $ ~ e r r ~ d  f ~ m  the hot surf ce o f  the propellant to 
s u ~ e r g e ~  ~ x ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~  crystal surfaces g u s t  below the pao pel Ian% surface 
saic b l ~ c k s  of the perchlorate 
0x1 di  zer parti c% es uch that gaseous ~ r ~ ~ ~ c t s  diffuse t o  the oxfdizer 
p a ~ t ~ ~ l e ~ f u e l  ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~  When such ~ o n d i t i o ~ ~  arise, a heterogeneous 
reaction between u l t i n g  ~ a s e ~ u s  oxidfzek and fuel yields a source 
I 
FIG. I ILLUSTRATIVE SCHEMATIC OF COMBUSTION 
PROCESSES IN A COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANT 
6 
HETEROGENEOUS REACTION 
BETWEEN FUEL AND 
0x1 DlZER 
7 
o f  heat which must be recognized a'n the overall combustion process 
, 
because o f  i ts  close proximity to  those reactions which require heat 
t o  sustain them, 
There i s  a great deal of controwersy fn the Bfterature pertain- 
ing not only t o  the importance of a subsurface reaction b u t  also t o  
the actual existence of such a reactjon, The case f o r  heterogeneous 
subsurface reactions was first presented by Anderson and co-workers 
(13) f n  a study of the i g n i t i o n  o f  sol id  propellantsa In that study, 
oxidizers such as flousine and chlot-lne tr$f%oura'de were used t o  
ignite composa"te so l id  propellant hypergolically. The experiments 
demonstrated t h a t  the i g n i t i o n  process proceeds as a result o f  
spontaneous heterogeneous reactions occwrfng a t  the oxidizer inter- 
face, Encouraged by this, Anderson ($41 proposed that heat released 
from heterogeneous reactions must play an fmportant role i n  steady 
state combustfon o f  so l id  propellants, 
The pyrolysis o f  the fuel os bfnder results when heat a"s 
transferred t o  the binder from some heat SOUFC~., Whether the binder 
is located on the surface o r  be ow the surface, the result a's the 
themall degradation and vaporfzatlon of small fragments o f  the 
polymer which serves as one o f  the reactants I n  the gaseous fuel- 
oxidizer react%"on, In a real%stfc sense, the p ~ ~ o ~ y s ~ s  o f  binder 
is not  Pestricted t o  the surface of the propellant; rather, the 
possibil i ty of small pdeces o f  binder protruding and breaking from 
the surface allow pyrslysis t o  occur even =in the gaseous zone, 
8 
The d ~ ~ o m ~ ~ s i t i o n  of the oxidizer crystal involves the trans- 
formatton of the crys ta l  i n to  the oxidizfng gas w~~~~ %hen reac ts  
wfth the binder ~ y r ~ ~ y s ~ s  ~ ~ ~ d u c % ~ ~  The chemical process by whfch 
s a ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ n g  to, the type o f  oxidizer 
crystal consf dered, The wldely used oxidizers in composite 
so% f d propel 1 ants  a re  potassf urn perch1 orates amond urn perch1 orate ,  
i 
J 
I 
i i  1 
9 
QUI t e  clear ly,  a complete understanding of each o f  these 
i s o l  ated reactdons would not y i e l  d a compl e t@ understanding o f  the 
overa l l  combustion process , Rather, the in te rac t ion  phenomena associ- 
ated w i th  these reactions must be known before any rq! l lst ic  conclu- 
s ion can be made about the combustion o f  a s o l i d  propellant, In te r -  
actions can occur between the iso la ted reactfons by means o f  reaction 
heterogenei ty and energy transfer between the exothermic and 
endothermic reactjons 
Reaction heterogeneity ~ ~ c ~ r ~  as a r e s u l t  o f  any two o f  the 
reactions combfndng, For instance, the previously mentioned break- 
age o f  unpyrolyted binder or fuel par t i c les  from the surface a'nd 
the subsequent e ject ion of these partjclers i n t o  the gaseous fuel-OX- 
r reaction envjronment produces a heterogeneous in teract ion e 
Anothes example o f  t h i s  type o f  In te rac t ion  I s  the lntroduct ion o f  
pyrolyzed binder as a reactant i n  the oxfdjzer decomposition flame, 
I f  t h i s  should occur, the a l  tered oxddizer decomposition reaction 
must show a marked change from t ha t  of the iso la ted oxidizer 
decomposi t4sn reactdon, 
The energy t ransfer  form o f  In teract ion is probably the 
most important tnterplay between the reactiow, I t  is t ha t  t ransfer  
which supplies the necessary energy to the endothermic reactlon and 
sustains the overal l  combustion process, 
required t o  pyrolyze the binder must or ig inate from some other 
reaction o r  reactfons. Also, i n  some pressure regimes, the ox id izer  
decomposition flame is not  s e l f  sustainjng and a source o f  energy 
must be avaflable for t h f s  reaction t o  be completed, Thus, i t  can 
For example, the energy 
i 
j 
? 
i 
10 
be seen that the combustion o f  a composite so l id  propellant i s  quite 
complex, 
Upon examining t h d s  complex problem w f t h  the Intention of 
representing the overall combusti on process by an analyti cal model 
which can ydeld i n s i g h t  i n to  the combustion o f  so l id  propellant, 
the question arises as t o  what approach should be followed i n  formu- 
l a t i n g  a model ., The answer t o  this can be readi ly  seen when one 
observes that f o r  a given set  o f  conditions, the combustion o f  a 
so l id  propellant proceeds a t  a given rate and t h a t  this rate must 
be dependent upon some controlling reaction which is sustained 
by a source o f  energy generated dtrectly from the reaction i tself  
or from some other reaction, ‘Thus, the logical approach is to  
determine the controlling reactton and then examine a l l  of the 
l imi t%ng  influences which can af ect the reaction. 
In an attempt t o  determine the location of the controlling 
reactions, Gutman (715) examined the interaction o f  important rate 
processes occurring i n  composf te so l id  propellant combustion and 
es tab1 ti shed the fol1 ow9 ng fs” ve 1 ogi cal rules : 
1- I t  %s important t o  consfder whether the processes i n  
question are I n  series or i n  paral1elwa”th respect t o  the mass flow. 
2, If f a  parallel, thefr influences are added as condug%- 
ances; i f  i n  seriess they are added as resistances, 
3, If one of two parallel influences is  much largerg i t  
will be controlling. 
4, If the upstream of Jtwo‘sera’es influences i s  ls’miting, 
i t  will be coni~rolldng, 
11 
5. I f  a downstream o f  two serbes influences i s  l im i t ing ,  the 
system w i l l  no t  work, 
For an example o f  r u l e  five, Gutman c i t es  the s i t ua t i on  o f  a propel- 
l a n t  burning where an upstream flow has bsjen established and the 
pressure f a l l s  so low t h a t  the react ion ra te  in the flame cannot 
accommodate the f low without thickening excessively, causing the 
flame t o  quench or t o  osc i l la te ,  Thus, one mfght be l e d  t o  bel ieve 
tha t  the downstream reactions ob two serfes influences cannot be 
l i m i t i n g  and tha t  only the upstream reaction need be consddered. 
Upon closer observatbon, however, i t  becomes obvious tha t  thds l i n e  
of reasonlng i s  not  t rue in the generaU case when combustion i n te r -  
act ion 
from a 
action 
detem 
are present. I n  par t icu lar ,  the presence o f  energy feedback 
downstream reaction necessary t o  sustain an upstream re- 
presents a s i  t u a t i  on w ~ @ ~ e ~ ~ ~ e ~ - ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ f  i b e ~ ~ d s w ~ t s e s m ~ , . 3 ~ ~ ~ n
nes the pos i t ion o f  the energy source and thereby the amount 
o f  energy feedback t o  the upstream reaction, Thus, the downstream 
I 
react ion m t e  becomes as important as the upstream reactfon rate, 
I d
I ..a 
"i i 
1 
It would appear tha t  the fnsert ion o f  the word "independent' before 
the words "sera"es inf luence" and the mote t h a t  dependent series 
influences must be considered j o i n t l y  would colrsrect these ru les and 
make Gutman's approach for detemfnfng control  1 ing  reactions more 
rea l  i s ti c 
Several immediate conclusions can be made a t  t h i s  poSnt w i th  
the moddfied rules stated by Gutman, F i rs t ,  models o f  s o l i d  p rope l lan t  
12 
i 
combustion which include only the gaseous reaction zone such as 
postulated 9"n the work o f  Bsys and Corner (16) for double-base pro- 
pel l ants are not real f stf c because they consider only the downstream 
reactfon o f  a series o f  dependent reactions (solid zone -- foam zone -- 
f d z t  zone -- flame tone). Thus, th%s ~ e ~ c % ~ o n  cannot be the controlling 
reaction and cannot establish %he burning c h a ~ a c ~ e r ~ s t d ~ s  ob %he 
propel 1 ant  
oxtdizer and fuel pyroBys=is pr0ducts i n  a composite propellant can 
be shown t o  occur a t  a sufficfent distance from the burning surface 
such tha t  heat transfer t0  the surface i s  not  a factor fn sustafning 
Second 4 f the downstream gaseous reaction between the 
the pyroly$$ ~ e ~ ~ % ~ ~ ~ s  e thew he papal le1 pyrolys~ s aseactfons o f  
bfnder and oxfdlzer can be considered t o  be %he ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ n g  reaction 
c o m ~ ~ ~ a t i o ~  o f  the s l i d  p ~ o p ~ l ~ a n t  nd the downstream Ipeactions can be 
ignored, T h i r d ,  the same parallel pyrolysis reactfons can be consfdered 
t o  be controlling and the gaseous reaction i ~ ~ o ~ e ~  if  the exfstence 
o f  a heat source due t o  heterog~neo~s reactfons a t  oxidizer and fuel 
dn%erfaces i s  established w i t h  $ u ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ t  energy t o  susta4n %he 
pyrolysfs reacttons, Lastly, if  the ~ a ~ ~ o ~ ~  reaction i s  coupled 
w i t h  the paasallel p y ~ 0 ~ ~ s ~ ~  by heat ~ e e ~ b ~ c k ~  a l l  off these reac,%dons 
become i m p o ~ t a n t ~  
Thus, two basic ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $  arise which if a ~ $ w ~ e d  would
yield ~ a ~ ~ a b l e  i ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~  in to  the ~ ~ b ~ ~ t f o ~  ~ a r a c ~ e ~ ~ s t f ~ s  o f  a 
composjte so l id  p r ~ p e ~ l a n % ~  
1, What fraction o f  the heat generated i n  the gaseous 
reaction z0ne 1s tran$ferr~d back to  the b u r ~ 4 n ~  surface o f  the 
propel 1 an%? 
13 
2, What fraction of heat i s  generated a t  and below the burning 
surface of the propellant due to heterogeneous reactions? 
In the following discussion a revfew tkom the literature i s  pre- 
sented of experimental work tha t  has been d i  rected towards answering 
the question pertaining to energy source location, 
2. d 
The importance of establishdng the location of energy sources 
i n  the combustion of composite solid propellants has been established, 
In the past, experimental Snvestigatjms ,concerned w i t h  the location 
o f  the reaction 20nes above and below the burning surface, have been 
I 
_ i  
.,.I 
conducted, Unfortunately no one experimental approach yields 
results defjnitely es t  
influence the control1 ing reaction o f  the combu ion process of even 
the most simple composite solid propellants. In the following, some 
of the more important expe~ ime~~a l  f fnd fngs  are discussed i n  terms of 
ishn’ng the si tes of energy release whfch 
results which indicate I the energy source locatjon~~lof8 the combustion 
process 
2, ) ’ <  I Experiments Supporting Significant Energy Transfer 
Prom the Gas Phase t b  the Burnfng Surface 
There are two categories o f  egpepiments whfch support the . I - ,  
premise tha t  the gaseous phase reaction between the oxidlfer and fuel 
supplies a large fraction of the energy necessary t o  sustain the 
surface reactionso The fiasst is a dqrect experfmefltal approach i n  
which the gaseous reaction zone 4s examfned and the gas&&‘ reaction 
14 
between the oxidizer and fue l  i s  foqnd t o  occur very close t o  the 
burning surface o f  the propel Pant such tha t  steep temperature gradi - 
ents e x i s t  a t  the surface. The second i s  an i nd i rec t  experimental 
approach, i n  which the subsurface react ion zone i s  examined and a 
conclusion i s  made pertaining t o  the gaseous react ion zone, 
type o f  experiment, resu l ts  indicate tha t  no subsurface react ion ex is ts  
such tha t  subsurface heating i s  nonexistent. As a resul t ,  i t  can be 
in fe r red  tha t  tHe surface reactions must rely upon heat t ransfer  from 
the gas phase reactions i n  order t o  be sustained, 
I n  t h i s  
Considering the invest igat ions of the gaseous react ion zone, 
i t  i s  he lp fu l  t o  make a rough estfmate o f  the thfckness o f  the react ion 
zone required i n  order tha t  a s igni fdcant energy t ransfer  from tha t  
zone t o  the surface can ex is t .  
f l u x  o f  approximately 400 cal/cm2 - sec was necessary t o  vaporize the 
surface o f  a typ ica l  composite s o l i d  propel lant  buming a t  a , ra te  o f  
one cm/sec, By equating the heat f lux t o  X xs where A i s  the gas 
conductivity, and assuming A = 0,0002 cal/cm-sec/C and A% = 2000 C, 
Friedman found tha t  the height o f  the flame above the surface must be 
about 10 microns, 
i s  qu i te  small f o r  the case o f  complete energy t ransfer  from the gas 
phase t o  the surface. 
Friedman (17) assumed tha t  a -heat 
i AT 
It can be seen, then, t h a t  the gaseous react ion zone 
Sutherland (5)  has investigated the react ion zone o f  a styrene- 
base polyester r e s ~ n a a ~ o n i u m  perchlorate propel lant  wi th  an op t ica l  
. pyrometer which y ie lded temperature measurements i n  the gaseQqs react ion 
as a funct ion o f  distance from the surface, The technique employed was 
15 
I 
.4 
a modifded sodium line reversal method which measured temperatures over 
a range of 1400 K t o  2500 K w i t h  a spatdal resolution of 50 microns by 
300 microns and a time resolution of approximately 3 msec. 
The procedure followed i n  measuring the profile consdsted of 
allowing the propellant strand t o  burn by the temperature measurement 
region and measurfng the temperature as a function of time, The burn- 
i n g  rate of the strand was measured concurrently by means of a beam 
split ter  arrangement and a 35 mm frame camera, 
rate and temperature~t~me data, the temperature profile was easily 
cal cul a ted (I 
Thus w i t h  the Wrning 
The iresul ts of Sutherland's experiments showed t h a t  the active 
reaction zone occupies only 800 microns or  less adjacent t o  the 
propellant surfaceo Thus,  the results found by Sutherland are con- 
sistent w i t h  the rough calculations of the flame height as noted by 
Friedman i and I) 5 t woul d appear from these resuk t s  t h a t  the gaseous 
reaction between the fuel and the ox%"dizer i s  linked w i t h  the surface 
reactl'ons whereby the two cannot be considered =independently when 
examining the overall combustion process, Further comments on this 
work are deferred to  a later section, 
Turning attention to  sol Od phase combustion studies, Hlghtower 
(18) has attempted t o  observe the hete~ogeneo~s reaction a t  the 
interface o f  the sol id  binder and oxidizer crystal, In these experi- 
ments two-dfmensional propellant sandwiches consf s t i n g  of a t h i n  binder 
layer between two single crystals have been burned and extinguished, 
16 
i 
The binder was polybutadine - ac ry l i c  ac id  (PBAA) and the ox id izer  
was a t h i n  sheet o f  ammonium perchlorate cleaved from a s ing le crystal .  
The sandwiches were burned a t  pressures between 100 and 1200 psa'g, 
A f te r  extinguishment, i t  was noted tha t  i n  no case was the surface 
regression l e d  by the oxidizer-binder in ter face as would be expected 
i f  a heterogeneous reaction occurred along these surfaces. A second 
study o f  subsurface reactions by McGurk (19) seems t o  substantiate 
Hightower's results, I n  McGurk's work extinguished composi t e  pro- 
6 
pe l lan t  samples were cu t  t o  t h i n  wafers w i th  a microtome allowfng 
microscopic invest igat ion o f  the subsurface react ion zones 
~ r y s t a l ~ o g ~ a p h i c  changes o f  the ox id izer  were analyzed by means of 
a polarized l i g h t  technique, I n  the examination o f  an ammonium 
perchlorate propel lant,McGurk noted tha t  oxBdizer crysta ls  w i  t h i n  
a few microns from the surface do not show v i s i b l e  e f fec ts  while 
protected by a very th fn  coat o f  bfnder. 
The 
Thus, the d i r e c t  observations o f  Hightower and McGurk do no t  ' 
show the existence o f  the heterogeneous subsurface reactions tha t  
have been postulated by Anderson and co-workers, 
accepted, i t  would,appear tha t  a l l  heat necessary t o  pyrolyze the 
sol ids must or ig inate from the gas phase, 
I f  t h i s  r e s u l t  i s  
1 
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Experiments Not Supporting ~ ~ g n ~ f i c a n t  Energy Transfer 
From the Gas Phase t o  the Surface 
Experlments which support  the premise that the gaseous phase 
reaction between the oxn'da'zer and fuel s ~ p p l i ~  only a small fraction 
of the energy necessary t o  sustain the surface reactions f a l l  l'nto 
two categories, 6 e  f irst  fs a dBrect experlmenta~ approach where 
the gaseous reactlon zone i s  examined and the oxidizer-fuel reaction 
is found t o  occur ow r an extens'P"ve regfon such tha t  steep tempesa- 
ture grada'ents do not exist a t  the p ~ ~ p e l ~ a n t  surface, The second 
a's an dndf rect exp~rB~ental approach where the subsurface reaction 
1 
tone is ~ x a m - i ~ ~ ~  and a concBorsfon is mad6 ~ e ~ t a f m i ~ ~  to the gaseous 
zone, 
tablished and from this It i s  inferred t h a t  the energy transfer 
from the gaseous reactdon zone is not dominant I n  sustaining the 
I n  thBs case, the existence of subsurface reactions 4s es- 
surface reactions 
Perszlas ( 6 )  has measured the t ~ e ~ e ~ u r ~  profiles above the 
onium perchlorate propel %ant ,  w i t h  
a rapid scanning ~ n ~ r ~ r e d  p y ~ ~ ~ e t e r ~  In this study, strands o f  
propellant were burned past the locat ion of the zone o f  a f ixed  temper- 
ature me as or re men^ and the -infrared spectral rad$ ance end absorptance 
o f  the gases above the 0 ~ ~ n ~ ~ g  surf ce were m e a ~ ~ r e ~  i n  the 8-5 micron 
region, From these datan, the t ~ ~ p e r a t ~ ~ ~  was ea'8cu8ated from 
Law as a function of t-imeiand, i n  a ~anner  sdmilar t o  t h a t  of Sutherland, 
these data were converted t o  t e m ~ e ~ ~ t u r e  as a function of dfstance from 
18 
urface, The height of the te~peP~ture  measurement region 
1 
was 80 microns and the time resolution off the ~ e a s u ~ e ~ n t  was 58'lma"111- 
seconds 
The results of this ~ x ~ ~ ~ 9 ~ e n ~  are shown =in Fig. 2 
o f  600 psfg, The results show tha t  the m a x l ~ ~ m  t~mpe~ature 9s attained 
a t  a distance of approximately $000 ~ i c ~ o n ~ ~  T~Ms, following the 
rough ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ o n  scheme of ~ ~ i e d ~ ~ ~ ~  th  heat transferred back t o  the 
surface must be reduced by two orders of ~ a ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ e ~  Such a reduction 
would essenti a1 ly  el imd Rate the i nfl uence Q$ the gaseous reaction 
between the oxldizer and fuel on the saPePall combustfon of the propellant, 
19 
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“burnup”, show t h a t  the gradient a t  the surface is  ob the order 30 
C~rnic~on which a’s much smaller t h a n  tha t  found from Fra’edman’s rough 
~ a ~ c M ~ ~ t i o ~ ~  Thus the results of this inwstigata’on again show t h a t  
the temperature gradient a’n the gas i q  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ’ ~ a ’ e n ~  tq supply l l  of 
the energy necessary t o  waporke the so l id ,  
Several spectroscopl c studies of the gaseous reaction zone 
have been conducted fn the past (20,2l), Hn these studfes the spatdal 
dfstrdbution of tvansient emitters f n  the u l ~ r a ~ i o ~ e t  and vfs%Ble regions - 
of the 
of the 
In the 
spectrum was measured, These emitters give an isadfcation both 
reactions which are ~ c c ~ r r i n g  and the locations of the reactions. 
0 
woPk o f  ~o~~~~~~~ [ a o ) ,  the ~ n t ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  of Cbb ema’ssioar a t  3883 A 
l e  past the re c t i  on zone p, Povi ne1 1 i ascrd bes the reaction 
tone thickness t o  be 2 mo 
at pressures above a t m ~ $ ~ h e r f ~  due ts  the h i g h  i ~ t e ~ s i t y  of carbon 
cont~~uurn which obscured the CN lines a t  these higher pressures; 
however, the results indicate that  a t  a ~ ~ s p h e ~ i ~  pressureD the gas 
~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~  no results were obtained 
22 
h 
phase react ion between the gaseous fue l  and binder f s  not.occtxrr’ing*- - 
adjacent t o  the surface such tha t  a steep temperature p ro f i l e  ex is ts  
a t  t h a t  point. 
A more recent spectrogsaphlc study o f  the .propeB,l.ant. flame, . . 
zone by Waesche (21 1 has extended t h i s  appm& t o  pressures above . 
atmospheric, Waesche has examdned the spectrum o f  NF - amnonium 
perchlorate propellants aver a pressure range o f  atmospheric t o  20 
atmospheres and noted the spat la l  d i s t r i bu t i on  o f  the CN band. The 
resul ts  o f  t h i s  invest igat ion were i n  agreement w i th  those o f  
Pov ine l l fo  A t  atmospheric pressure the CN emission was again found 
t o  extend above the burning surface a distance o f  2 mn, A t  a pres- 
sure o f  20 atmospheres, the region diminished t o  1 mne Thus, the 
resul ts  again indicate tha t  the reactfon zone i s  too extensive f o r  
the react ion between the gaseous f u e l  and oxidizer t o  be the sole 
source o f  energy for the surface reactions, 
Experdmen t s  o f  the f ndf r e c t  type ,whi ch support the premise 
that  the gaseous react ion between the fue l  and oxidizer i s  not the 
sole provider o f  energy t o  the surface react ions have deal t  wi th  
the d i f f e r e n t i a l  *thermal analysis o f  sol i d  propel lant  samples. 
Waesche and Wenograd [ ) have examined the condensed phase thermal 
decomposi ta’on reactjons o f  a ~ o n ~ u m  perchlorate composl t e  propellants 
usfng the technique o f  d ~ f f e ~ e n t i a l  scanning calorimetry, I n  these 
experiments, a small t e s t  sample and a reference a’nert matsrl’al were 
23 
heated a t  a progrdmne4 rate o f  temperature rise, Energetic mactiorzO 
from the tes t  sample were indicated by a differential readout of-the 
heat rates necessary to  m a i n ~ i n  equal temperature rises i n  the 
reference ‘m&terial and sample holders, The most sfgnifdcant result 
o f  this experlment was obtained when the heat release rate for 
samples o f  ammona”um perchlorate were compared t o  the heat release 
rate for  samples of PBAA  on^^ perchlorate, The results were 
expressed i n  the fom o f  a the 
eyolution was plotted agatnst the tem~e~ature of the reference and 
test sample holders, The resulting t ~ e ~ o g ~ a m  for the previously 
gram i n  which the rate of heat 
mentdoned comparison of AP and ~ ~ A A ~ A ~  samples a t  atmospherfc pres- 
sure is given i n  Fig,  $, 
that the heat release for  the propellant 1s about four times greater 
t h a n  t h a t  %or the oxidizer alone. The results were found to  differ 
only sldght ly  a t  a pressure o f  250 psig, As a result o f  their 
determ%nation of the heat release rateD Waesche and Wenograd concluded 
t h a t  ~ ~ ~ d e ~ ~ e d ~ p ~ ~ s e  r actions are rapfd and % ntense enough to  supply 
a S i g n i f h x i n t  portion sf  the energy required t o  maintain the com- 
bustion of a solid propellant, 
~ ~ t e g ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  of the two themgrams shows 
Similaa- expestments w i t h  the differential thermal anaBys4s 
technique have been r e p o ~ ~ ~ d  by Stamlev (221, In t 
conclusion is also made t h a t  the s om bus ti^^ o f  propellant is governed 
by some so l id  phase reactions, 
24 
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Summary and Comnents 
The foregoing discussion has deal t  wi th  an fntui t i 've look a t  
the important reactions rolhich occur i n  the overa l l  combustion process 
o f  a composite s o l i d  propellant., Also, the importance o f  in teract ion 
between the basic reactions was emphasized. From tha's discussion, i t  
was concluded tha t  the control  i ng  reactions o f  the combustion process 
are the surface reactions which receive t h e i r  sustaining energy from 
e i ther  subsurface o r  gaseous phase reactions or from both o f  these 
sources, 
o r i g i n  o f  the sustaining energy; however, t o  date l i t t l e  o r  no agreement 
Experimental work i n  the past has attempted t o  determine the 
i n  tha t  respect can be f und between the various experimental approaches e 
I n  the case of the i nd i rec t  measurements (examination o f  the 
subsurface reactions i n  order t o  i n f e r  a r e s u l t  of the gaseous phase 
heat release contrfbutions) several remarks can be made which should 
reduce the confusion -in the comparison of the resu l ts  presented, I n  
the case o f  the sandwich propel lant  strand invest igat ions the c r i t i c i s m  
can be made tha t  the experiment does not  represent the t rue combustfon 
process whf sh OCCUB"~ between small c rys ta l  s o f  0x4 d i  zer dS spersed 
i n  a binder matrix, Also, the comment has been made tha t  the c rys ta l  
structure o f  the AP slab does no t  agree w i th  ~ h ~ t  found i n a t rue 
propel lant .  
whit21 confirm exothemfc reactions balbw the owface have cer ta in  
1 im i ta t ion  problems 
Conversely, the experiments ob the subsukface reactions 
For the resul ts  o f  d i f f e r e n t i a l  thermal analysis, the?& 
i s  a p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  gaseous phase r e ~ ~ t i o ~ o  entering i n t o  
26 
the results, Since the technique monitors the temperature of a sample 
holder ra ther  than the sample i t s e l f ,  there i s  always the p o s s i b i l i t y  
t ha t  gases pyrolyzing from the surface between the sample and the 
holder are reacting and y ie ld ing  the exotherms noted i n  these experi- 
ments, 
t o  date have not y ie lded informata”on from which a de f i n i t e  conclusion 
Thus, the resul ts  o f  the i nd i rec t  type o f  experiment performed 
o f  energy source locat ion can be made. 
Probably the most perplexing resu l ts  o f  the experiments reviewed 
are those o f  the d i rec t  type i n  which the temperature p r o f i l e  i n  the 
gaseous phase i s  measured, I n  the measurements o f  Sutherland ( 5 ) ,  
Pentias (6), and Sabadell (7 ) ,  one f inds tha t  the resu l ts  are so varied 
tha t  no conclusion can be made about the contr ibut ion o f  the gas 
phase react jon between the oxidizer and fue l  t o  the surface reactions, 
This i s  surprising; because, although the experimental technlques are 
not the same, cer ta in  qua l i t a t i ve  s imi lar1 t i e s  should e x i s t  between 
these resul ts.  Certa n l y  the dif ference l”n techniques should al low 
some var ia t ion  i n  the temperature values measured; however, the 
I 
large var ia t ion  i n  the temperature change and the locat ion o f  the region 
o f  maximum temperature cannot be explained simply on the basis o f  
d i f f e ren t  temperature technique, As a resu l t  o f  t h i s  discrepancy 
and the importance o f  determining the contr ibut ion o f  the energy feed- 
back from the gas phase t o  the propel lant  surface, i t  was deemed 
important t o  reconci le these dif ferences I n  t h i s  research program. 
27 
The ~ ~ p o r t a ~ ~ e  of det  i n i n g  the s t r ~ ~ ~ ~ r e  of the gaseous 
reactfon tone above the bUaSaafDg su ace of a composite propellant has 
been establ f shed, n thfs ~ e $ e ~ r ~ ~  program, an e perfmental approach 
has been employed t o  detemfaae the structure of t h a t  zoneo Two types 
ob e x ~ r f m e n ~ s  have been ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ e d ~  F-irst, the temperature profile of 
the b ~ r ~ ~ ~ g  surface of a p o l ~ $ ~ ~ ~ f d e ~ ~ ~ o n ~ ~ m  perahlorate pripell an t  
has been measured a modiffed line rep~msaB t e ~ ~ ~ 9 q u e  simdlar to  t h a t  
t ion  pfctueoes have been 
taken o f  the burning surface and ~ a s ~ ~ ~ s  reaction zone of' the pro- 
pel 1 ant, 
The bollowfaag is a general d ~ $ ~ r i ~ t i s n  of the t e ~ ~ e r a t ~ r e  
measurement system desfgned t o  ~ e ~ s ~ r ~  the t e ~ ~ ~ r ~ t u ~ e  proff le, I n  
addi t ion ,  the xqeciffc experiments ~ s n ~ ~ ~ t ~ d  j8a this research program 
are described, A eta-iled d ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ i ~ n  of the design criteria for the 
temperature ~ ~ a $ ~ r ~ m ~ n t  y $ ~ ~ ~  can be f ~~~ fn Appendix B o  
The Temperature Measurement System 
A considerable amount of effort was g9ven t o  determining what 
e%perfmenta% technique should be employed for the temperature profile 
measurement, I t  was recsgn-ized t h a t  two measurements were necessary 
i n  order t o  meam 
solBd p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~  w f a , ,  the t e m ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~  o f  the g s over a small region 
the ~empera~ure proffle i n  the gases above a burning 
1 
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above the burning surface and the d i  tance from the region of tempera- 
ture measu~ement t o  the busning surface, The system which was developed 
for the measurement consisted of a modified ]%ne reversal pyrometer 
and a servo-controlled p ~ o p e l l ~ ~ t  feedshaft t h a t  drives a bornfng pro- - . '  
pel lan t  strand towards the t e m p ~ r ~ % u ~ ~  measurement regdon a t  the same 
rate a t  which the propellant s t rand burns, Bo bac98o'tate the discussion 
of the Wnperature measurement system, the sys%em is dfvided into 
three parts: 
1 the s e r v ~ ~ ~ h a ~ ~  
2, the modified line reversal pyrometer9 and 
3, the combfned 
: -The S e ~ ~ ~ e c ~ a ~ ~ s m  System 
The se r~ome~ha~f  sin system ser two purposes in the tempera- 
ture % m e a s u r e ~ ~ t  sys tem. The first t o  drive the propellant strand 
upward a t  thesame rate a t  whfch i t  is  burnfng, enabling the examina- 
tdon of a flame tone fop a ~ ~ r n t ~ o ~ l e ~  length of time, and the second 
t o  locate the burning ~M~fac@ ~ ~ 9 t h  re pect t o  the t e ~ p e ~ a t u r e  
~ a ~ u ~ e ~ n t  zone a t  any given time, 
The f ~ a s ~ b j ~ ~ ~ ~ ' s b  emp~Qyi~g a closed loop ~e~womechanism 
system to dr%we a sample of ~~~~~~g sol id  p r o p e ~ ~ ~ n t  a t  the same rate 
a t  which 9 t burns was f f  kst i r n t ~ o $ ~ ~ e d  by Osborn, Busfck, and Panel l a  c23),, 
tdllation probe techndque t o  detect the burnBng surface, In this 
tesearch program, t h a t  s e n  
surface detection tech~ique ~~~~d be adapted t o  the t g m ~ e r ~ t ~ ~ e  
c h a ~ ~ ~ m  system was mdified so t h a t  the 
29 
meas~~ement sy ollowdsag ddscar d o n e  the bask prtnca’ples 
echantl sm a m  psesen ted 
stem as e ~ p 3 1 ~ ~ e d  i n  the te~pe~atMre measure- 
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I 
d i rec t ion  ( a t  a speed greater than the burning rate), the burning 
propel lant  surface sought a pos i t ion o f  equi l ibr ium dependent upon 
the gain o f  
t ha t  i f  the 
established 
t ive;  ice., 
the operational ampl i f ier .  It should be noted, however, 
operational ampl i f ier  gain was below a c r i t i c a l  l i m i t ,  
by the propel lant  burning rate, the system was inopere- 
the maximum feedshaft ve loc i ty  was less than the pro- 
pe l lan t  burning rate,  
The Surface Detection Components. As mentioned previously, the 
surface detection technique employed i n  the or ig ina l  servomechanism 
system o f  Osborn, Burick, and Panella (23) consisted of a col l imated 
beam o f  gamma rays passing over the burning surface o f  the propel lant  
I n  t h i s  research program detected by a s c i n t i l l a t i o n  prob 
i t  was necessary t o  employ a v i s i b l e  l i g h t  beam posl t ion detection 
system (hereafter re fer red t o  as VLBPDS) rather  than a radioact ive 
source. The VLBPDS had the advantage o f  lower cost and eliminated 
the hazards o f  the gama ray system, 
Figure 6 i l l u s t r a t e s  schematically the VLBPDS, I n  tha t  
system lenses L1 and L2 form an image o f  a glowing tungsten r ibbon 
w i th in  the combustion bomb a t  the plane o f  the propel lant  strand, 
Lenses L3 and L4 serve t o  magnify t h i s  image on a razor blade s l i t ,  
S,’ such tha t  only a narrow por t ion o f  the lamp image i s  detected 
by the pos i t ion  photomult ip l ier  tube (hereafter referred t o  as the 
PPM tube). The width o f  the s l i t ,  SI , then d ic ta ted the width 
32 
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o f  propel lant  surface seen by the PPM tube; thus, the effect of 
burning surface tilt could be mindmized by reducfng the s l i t  width. 
The width o f  s l i t  Sl and the c ~ b a ” n a t i o ~  f  the previously mentioned 
lenses were such t h a t  the PPM tube wiewed a rec~angu lar  region 50 
microns i n  width and 1800 mjcrons i n  height centered within the 2 
mn by 8 mn lamp image, 
Thus, the feedback characteristdcs o f  the VLBPDS can be seen 
readi ly,  
the tungsten s t r i p  dmage, the PPM tube output i s  a maximum. If 
the busna’ng surface a”s above the tungsten s t r i p  image such tha t  the 
beam i s  blocked, the PPM tube output i s  zero, By proper design 
of the p ~ ~ t ~ u ~ t ~ p ~ i e ~  tube cfrclodt (discussed below) and the s l i t  
size, the  output o f  %he PPM tube w i l l  be l f nea r  w i th  pos i t ion  f o r  
intermediate ~ O S i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  o f  the burning surface, 
If the burning surface o f  the p rope~ lan t  strand is below 
To pemi  t d i s c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a t ~ o ~  between the rad iat ion fromi the 
tungsten s t r i p  lamp and the Bumnn’asosfty o f  the. cosabwstlon zone, the 
l i g h t  beam emanating from the lamp was chopped at a low audio 
frequency (450 cps) before passfng over %he burning surface, By 
passing the PPM tube seatput .thmugh a blocking capacitor and a 
f u l l  wave r e c t i f i e r ,  the DC component due t o  the flame luminosity 
iminated and the AC output o~iginata”f lg from 
lamp l ~ m i n o s i t y  was converted t o  QC signal, 
A t yp ica l  ca l ib ra t ion  curve for the V’LBPDS 
Figo 7. The p l o t  depicts the ape.ctified output o f  
the chopped 
i s  presented i n  
the PPM tube versus 
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the distance tpaversed by a propel lant  sample a t  the 
w i th in  the combustion bomb. It can be seen tha t  the 
over the central  por t ion o f  the curve; however, near 
lamp, nonl inear i t ies  are observedo The cause o f  the 
primari l y  a ‘ resu l t  o f  temperatupe gradients ex is t ing  
o f  the tungsten s t r i p ,  However, sdnce the operation 
was confined t o  the central  port ions o f  the tungsten 
35 
lamp image formed 
curve i s  l i n e a r  
the edges’of the. 
nonl inear i ty  i s  
near the edge 
o f  the system” 
s t r i p  image, no 
adverse e f fec ts  were der i  wed from the nonl d neari ti es 
discussion o f  the ca l ib ra t ion  technique f o r  the VLBPDS can be found 
i n  Appendix C. 
A de t a l  1 ed 
The fact  t ha t  the VLBPDS 3s dependent upon the f ract ion o f  
v i s i b l e  l i g h t  passdasg over the p ~ o p e l ~ a ~ ~  3 rface i n troduces the 
po$stb i I i ty  ob an e r ro r  i n  the PPW tube output due t o  smoke or haze 
attenuatlng the l i g h t  beam, For t h i s  reason, a second photomult ip l ier  
tube, termed the pos i t ion  correct ion p ~ o t ~ ~ ~ l  iplderr t 
re fer red t o  as the PCPM tube), was ~ ~ ~ o ~ p o r ~ t e d  9”n the VLBPDS, The 
PCPM tube was located adjacent t o  the PPM tube shown i n  Fig. 6, 
and the ouiput from the PCPM tube was passed through a separate 
photomultfp3ier tube c i r c u i t ,  blocking ~ a p a ~ i ~ r ~ f ~ l ~ w a w e  r e c t i f i e r ,  
and smoothing capacitor, The PCPM tube vjewed, by means o f  a%eam 
sp ld t te r  and s l i t ,  SES the same narrow por t ion o f  the lamp image 
viewed by the PPM tube, Howevers the s l i t ,  SZp was fu r ther  rest r ic ted,  
over the s l i t  SI, t o  al low only the upbet- por t ion o f  the narrow image 
t o  enter the PCPM tube, That f s ,  the PCPM tube viewed a region o f  
the lamp image which was no t  ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ M p ~ e d  by the surface when the 
, 
i 
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system was operating sa t i s fac to r i  lye Therefore, the only source o f  
l i g h t  attenuation observed by the PCPM tube was tha t  due t o  window 
cloudlng and excessive re f l ec t fon  and scat ter ing i n  the flame tone. 
' 
By recording the PCPM tube output before igni tdng the 
propel lant  Strpnd and moni to r ing  i t s  output during the burning -o f  
the strand, i t  was possBble t o  determine a t  what time attenaation occurred 
due t o  the previously mentioned effects, 
knowing when the VLBPDS was unre l iab le was avai lable during a given 
propel lant  sample burning, 
The E lec t r i ca l  Components, The electronics f o r  the servomechanism s 
system 1s presentedqna block diagvam Bn Fig, 8 and consisted o f  the 
f o l  1 owing componen t s  : 
1 
2, the operational ampl i f ier ,  and 
the photomul t f p l i e r  tube sircar% t, 
3, the d i f ferentdal  ampl4fier0 
The photomul t~p l ie r  tube c i r c u i t s  and operation amplf f iers 
f o r  the PPM and PCPM tubes are Bl lust ra ted schematically 8'n f i g ,  9. 
The photomult ip l ier  tubes employed were both RCA Model 931A tubes and 
the voltage d iv ider  c i r c u i t s  were designed t o  al low voltage d iv ider  
currents o f  3 ma, The load resis%ance seen by each o f  the photo- 
m u l t i p l i e r  tubes was adjusted for maximum l i n e a r i t y  by means o f  
separate 1 meg ohm potentiometers l inked by blockBng capacitors t o  
the primary windings o f  an interstage transformer, The funct ion o f  the 
both cases was t o  %solate the p ~ o ~ ~ a r l t ~ p l i e r  tube 
! 
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t- 
from the respective rectifier bridges a1 lowing PUB 1 wave PectifSGation 
of the AC voltage developed across the load resistors e 
The operational amp1 ifiers served two purposes First, the 
gain of the photomultip~~er tube  circuit outputs  could be varied by the 
operational amplifiers over a wide range. Seconds the operational 
ampliflers served as a hdgh impedance coupllng between the photomul t d -  
pller tube circuits and other associated electronics, ' In the case of 
the PPM tube circuit, -two operational amp1 i f iers  were employed such 
t h a t  the rectified outpwt o f  the PPM tube could be i n p u t  t o  the d i f -  
ferential amplifier and one channel o f  an Ampex Tape Recorder. The 
PCPM tube circuit o u t p u t  was linked t o  a single operational amplifier 
and the o u t p u t  of this amplifier was i n p u t \  
the tape recorder. 
t o  a second channel txf 
The differenttal' amplifier Qdesiigned and b u i l t  by the Depart- 
ment o f  Eledtrical Engineering, Purdue U n i ~ e ~ s ~ t y ~  I s  illustrated 
schematically .in Figs, 10 and % I  The d i f f e r e n ~ i a ~  amplifier 
derived power for the DC servomotor armature by co~btning two f u l l  
wave rectifier bridges i n  parallel as shown i n  Bige 80, Control 
o f  the power was acco~plis~ed by employing silicon control rectifiers 
(hereafter referred t o  as SCR) =in the bridges, The SCR's were 
triggered i n  such a manner t h a t  the integrated voltage o u t p u t  t o  
the motor armature was linear w i t h  respect t o  the signal received 
from the PPH tube operational amplifierO 
The trtgger ca'rcuit for the SCR's is presented in Fig,  111 
and consists o f  a differential amplifie4 ~ d ~ a ~ ~ t ~ a n s l s t o r  2N2641): WBnSiEh 
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- a  
controls the charging ra te  o f  the two capacitors Cl and C2., When a .  . 
signal i s  received from the BPM tube o p e r a t ~ o n a ~ ’ a m p l i f ~ e r ,  a t  the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  input, the t r l gge r  c i r c u i t  f i r e s  the SCR*s i n  the SCR 
c i r c u i t  and power i s  del ivered t o  the armature, 
; The mechanical components o f  the . . . 
servomechanism system consisted bas ica l ly  o f  the DC servomotor, a 
gear reduction box, and the propel lant  feedshaft, The purpose o f  
the mechanical components was t o  convert the angular ro ta t ion  o f  
the servomotor i n t o  t rans lat ional  motion o f  the propel lant  feed- 
shaft  such tha t  the DC servomotor developed s u f f i c i e n t  torque t o  
dr ive the propel lant  feedshaft i n t o  the pressurized combustfon 
bomb ., 
A photograph of the mechanfcal components i s  presented i n  
Fig. l 2 @  The angular ro ta t i on  ob the servomotor was transmitted 
t o  a worn gear located i n  the gear reduction box. The worn gear 
drove an i n t e r n a l l y  threaded gear which l n  turn drove the threaded 
propel lant  feedshaft, A bar mounted on the feedshaft perpendicular 
t o  the feedshaft axis  o$fbi ted the feedshaft from revolv ing when 
a torque was-applied t o  the i n te rna l l y  threaded gear, the gear 
reduction box and threaded propel lant  feedshaft were o f  the same 
design as employed by Osborn and Burfck (241, 
es o f  propel lant  samples were me r&j =from the 
output of a tachometer which was incorporated‘ i n  the serwomotor. 
The tachometer was ca l ibrated such tha t  the speed o f  the propel lant  
43 
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, 
feedshaft was known as a funct ion o f  the tachometer output, The 
ca l ib ra t ion  curve f o r  the servomotor tachometer employed i n  the . 
mechanical components i s  presented i n  Fig, 130 Since the propel lant  
feedshaft was driven i n t o  a pressurized combustdm bomb and the 
motor always revolved i n  the same d i rec t ion  when a propel lant  strand . 
burned, backlash was not  present i n  the gear t ra in ,  
The Modified Line Rewersal Pyrometer 
The theory o f  the l i n e  reversal technique o f  measuring gas 
temperature is based on a s t ~ a i g h t ~ Q ~ w a r d  appl lcat ion o f  Planck8s law 
and Ki rchhof f *s  law o f  radiat ion, The technique 
employs a call i bra ted rad1 at ion source o r  a compari son source, 
whose spectral radiance i s  compared t o  the spectral radiance and 
absorptance of the gas whose temperature is t o  be measured, ?he 
wavelength range over which the comparfson i s  made i s  res t r i c ted  
t o  a wavelength band corresponding t o  the resonance l ines  o f  an 
a l k a l i  metal which i s  seeded i n  the gas, 
ture measurement l’a’es i n  the reversal condit ion whl’ch resu l ts  when 
The basis for the tempera- 
the spectral radiance of the compar.s’son source 3s matched t o  the 
spectral radiance and absorptance o f  the gas such tha t  the sourceB 
cannot be d i f fe ren t ia ted  from the flame when viewed through the 
flame over the above mentioned wawelength band, Nhen t h i s  condi- 
t i o n  prev$fls, the temperahre of the gas a”% equal t o  the br ight -  
ness temperature o f  the source, 
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The 1 ine reversal technique 0;6 measuring temperature i n  
gases was first developed around 1900, Kurlbaum (25) and Fery (26) 
are commonly referred t o  as being thg originators of the technique; 
however, the basic principles for the technique date back many years 
before their work. 
since Kurlbaum and Fery's work8 various modifications have been 
introduced, Probably the most signfficant imp~ov~ment i n  the tech- 
nique is the elimination of the eye as the radiation detector and 
the introduction of a modulated photoelectric device for rapid 
quantitative measurement of radiation levels, I t  was tha t  method, 
termed the modified line reversal technique, which was employed 
In the many attempts a t  employing the technique 
* i n  t h i s  research program. 
A schemqtic o f  the optical system is presented i n  Fig. 14 
which consfsts of the opta'cs for examining the flame radfance, the 
monochromator for dispersing the radiation from the flame and the 
comparison source, and a sensitive photomultiplier tube  (RCA-lP21) 
t o  detect the radiation levels, The compardson source optics are 
shown i n  Fig, 6, I t  should be noted t h a t  the lamp employed i n  
the servomechanism VLBPDS is the same lamp utilfzed i n  the line 
reversal pyrometer, As described previously, the lenses Ll and L2 
form an image of the tungsten strip lamp w i t h i n  the combustion bomb 
I a t  the plane of the propellant strand, 
Referring t o  Fig, 14, i t  can be 
passed a fraction of the l i g h t  leaving 
percent) t o  the objective lens system 
seen tha t  a beam split ter  
the bomb ~pproximately 30 
of an American Optical -Company 
! 
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I.. , 
.High Temperature Microscope, 
t o  image the flame and tungsten s t r i p  lamp on the entrance s l i t  
o f  a Gaertner Model L230 monoch or. The s ize of the mono- 
chromator entrance s l i t  d ic ta ted the s ize o f  the temperature 
measurement region and was constructed from the standard s l i t  
jaws ( in the ver t i ca l  dimension) and a p a i r  o f  razor blades ( i n  
the hor izontal  dimension, ) The monochr r served t o  disperse. 
the l i g h t  and al low only the band o f  wavelength chosen f o r  the 
experiment t o  pass ou t  of the e x i t  sl i to A 120 cps chopper was 
It was the purpose o f  these opt ics '* 
. 
located between the ex% t
tube (hereafter re fer red 
The output o f  the 
sl it and the temperature photomult ip l ier  
t o  as TPPI tube). 
TPM tube was passed through a 5 megohm 
potentiometer as shown i n  the electrdcal  schematjc presented i n  
Fig, 15. This potentlometer was adjusted f o r  maximum voltage 
output for the low Bight leve ls  detected by the photomult ip l ier  
kt anode current-to-vol tage-dlvider current r a t i o  o f  0.10 
was not  exceeded as recommended by the photomult ip l ier  tube 
manufacturer (271, The voltage output formed across the potentiom- 
eter  was then ampl i f ied by an operational amplifa'er which was 
capable o f  amp1 i f y i n g  feeble vol tag up t o  100 times, The resu l t -  
i ng  ampl i f ied output was then recorded on a t h i r d  channel o f  the 
Ampex Tape recorder. 
The equation defining the temperature o f  the gas i n  terms 
o f  the TPM tube output i s  derived in Appendix B and i s  
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7 B 
I 
I, 
where 
I F  = the output of the %MP tube due t o  the spectral radiance o f  the flame-alene a ~ . t h e ” w a ~ e l e ~ ~ t ~  A, 
= the output of the TPM tube due t o  the spectral radiance 
o f  the c ~ ~ a r i s o n  source passing through the flame a t  
the wavelength 
JL P the output o f  the TPM tube due t o  the spectral radiance 
o f  the comparison sowrce alone a t  the wavelength A,  
h = wavelength a t  which experjment %s performed, 
TL = brightness temperature o f  comparison sourcelat the 
pos i t ion o f  the flame, 
The TPM tube output IL was obtained by recording the output of 
the TBM tube before the strand o f  propellan% was ign i ted  as shown i n  
the 3deal.Smed TPPM tube output o f  Fig, 916, 
the propel lant  strand and the s ~ b s @ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  tgn f t i on  o f  the strand, the 
choppers CHI and CH2 served t o  m o d ~ ~ a t e  he l i g h t  and allow the detection 
o f  the Bight leve ls  IF and HL-Fo 
Following the placement o f  
I n  the exper$ments, the sodn’um D l i n e  band was used for the 
temperature measurement, ‘To I d ~ t ~ ~ % n ~ .  %He Bane ~ e ~ p e r a t ~ r ~  rap1 d l y  
once the r a t f o  LmF was knownp a p l o t  of t h a t  rat40 versus the 
flame temperature was c o ~ $ ~ ~ M ~ ~ e d  fw a range o f  comparison source 
brightness temperatures, This p l o t  is shown fn Figo 17, The br ight -  
ness temperature o f  the compara” on source a% the positDon o f  the flame 
measurement w i  t h  a d i  sappeapi ng f f I ament pyrometer (Leeds and Northrup 
Pyrometer Model 360) e A detal l ed  d e s c ~ n ‘ p t ~ ~ ~  of the calqbration proce- 
dure i s  given in Appendix 6, 
I -1 
IF - 
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The Combined System 
x 
I 
i 
" .i 
The combined servomechanism and temperature measurement 
apparatus i s  shown i n  the photograph presented i n  Fig, 18, As 
mentioned previously, the comparison source was a tungsten s t r i p  
lamp which served as the lamp i n  the servomechanism VLBPDS and 
the comparison source i n  the l i n e  reversal pyrometer. The follow- 
ing  discussion deals w i th  the various procedures employed i n  the 
operation o f  the system t o  measure temperature p r o f i l e s  
Operation o f  the Temperature Measuring System. When burning 
a strand o f  propellant, four  types o f  data were recorded on the 
Ampex tape recorder; viz,, 
1, 
2, 
tube (PCPM tube), 
3, 
The output o f  the positP'on photomult ip l ier  tube (PPM tube), 
The output o f  the pos i t ion correct ion photomult ip l ier  
The output o f  the temperature photomult ip l ier  tube (TPM 
tube), and 
4, The output o f  the sewmotor  tachometer- 
A typ ica l  output o f  these data as a function o f  time f o r  a strand o f  
propellant busnfng a t  100 psig i s  shown tn Ffg, 119 as a funct ion o f  
time, 
A t  time t = 0, the strand o f  propel lant  blocked the beam 
o f  l i g h t  o r ig ina t ing  from the comparison source; thus, the servo- 
motor was not operating and the tachometer output was zero, I n  
addition, since no l i g h t  was allowed t o  pass t o  the photomult ip l ier  
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tubes, the b u t p u p o f  the PPM tube, the BC M tubep and the TPM 
tube were zero, 
A t  time t = tl the strand was ignited and the strand surface 
burned i n  a direction parallel t o  the axis of the propellant-feed- 
shaft, A t  time t = t2, the burning surface reached’the upper edges 
of the compara’son source image located a t  the plane of the propellant 
sample, As the surface continued to  burn, l i g h t  was detected by . 
the photomultiplier tubes and the servomotor started t o  drive the 
strand in a direction opposite to  tha t  of the burning and a 8  (a- speed 
directly proportional to  the PPM tube output ,  After a short period 
of time, the servomechanism system stabilized and the PPM tube 
showed that the propellant feedshaft was d r f v i n g  the propellant 
strand upward a t  the same rate a t  which S t  was burning downward, 
The ou tpu t  of the PCPM tube is observed t o  a t ta in  a maximum 
value immediately after the surface passes the upper portion o f  the 
comparison source image, As explained previously, this indication 
shows t h a t  no attenuation of the l i g h t  has o curred due t o  soot 
on the windows or  excessive scattering of the comparison source 
beam by the flame, A t  time t = t3, the o u t p u t  of the PCPM tube 
shows a sharp deviation from its maximum value, From this a”ndl’- 
cation, the remainder of the run is deemed inaccurate as a result 
of the reasons mentioned previously, 
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Determination o f  the Temperature Region Site. The s i r e  o f  the 
temperature region was d ic ta ted by the projected image o f  the mono- 
chromator entrance s l i t  i n  the flame, Since the d i rec t  measurement 
o f  the s ize o f  the s l i t  was d i f f i c u l t  and the ca lcu lat ion o f  the pro- 
jected s l i t  i n  the flame inaccurate, a ca l ib ra t ion  technique was 
devised which allowed the d i rec t  recording o f  the s jze o f  the tempera- 
ture measurement region, The procedure was f i r s t  t o  locate the un- 
Y 
burned propel lant  surface below the comparison source beam such tha t  
the photomult ip l ier  tubes detected the f u l l  beam o f  l I g h t  from the 
comparison source, Second, the strand was drjven upward and the out- 
puts o f  the photomult ip ldei  tbbes were recorded, A typ ica l  output 
o f  t h i s  type i s  shown i n  Fig, 20. A t  t i m e  t = 0, the propel lant  
surface i s  located below the comparison source image and a t  time t = t,, 
the strand has been driven upward such tha t  the l i g h t  entering the 
TPM tube has been blocked. By measuring the output o f  the PPM tube 
from the po in t  where the surface f i r s t  begins t o  block the li&t 
detected by the TPM tube t o  the pojnt  where a l l  l i g h t  detected by 
the TPM tube is blocked, a voltage change f o r  the PPM tube i s  known 
which can be converted t o  a distance change by re fe r r i ng  t o  the 
VLBPDS ca l i b ra t i on  curve shown i n  Fig, 9 ,  Thus, f n  the sample shown, 
the voltage change i s  2,5 vo l ts  and the temperature measurement region 
i s  50 microns i n  height above the surface, 
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Determlnatiqn o f  the Distance f r o m  the Burning Surface t o  the 
Temperature Measurement Region. I n  order t o  obtadn a temperature 
p r o f i l e  above the burning surface o f  a strand o f  propellant, i t  was 
necessary t o  measure the distance from the burnlng surface t o  the 
region o f  temperature measurement f o r  each temperature measurement. 
This distance measurement was obtained f r o m  the output o f  the PPM 
tube as i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 21 
o f  the propel lant  sample was located above the temperature measure- 
ment region; as a resul t ,  the TPM tube output was zero. The movement 
A t  t f m  t = 0 the bumdng surface 
o f  the surface a t  time t = 0 i s  indicated by the Increasing output 
o f  the PPM tube. A t  time t = tl, the surface was Bacated a t  the upper 
edge o f  the temperature measurement region. As the propel lant  con- 
tinued t o  burn, the TPM tube output increased u n t f l  the region was no 
longer blocked, The t ime a t  which tha t  occurred i s  determined from 
the change i n  the PPM tube output whSch corresponds t o  the s ize o f  
the temperature measurement regSon (see f i g .  20). For the example, 
th is  t i m e  occurred a t  time t = te, A t  tSmes greater than t2, the 
output o f  the PPM tube i s  u t i l i z e d  t o  calculate the distance from 
the center o f  the temperature measurement region t o  the burning 
surface. Thfs 4s accomplfshed in terms o f  the voltage change as 
indicated a t  tfme t = t3 i n  Fig. 21. Once the voltage change i s  
known, the slope of the PPM ca l ib ra t ion  curve, Fig. 7,  gives the 
actual distance o f  in terest ,  It should be mentioned tha t  t h i s  pro- 
cedure i s  only v a l i d  when the PCPM tube ds a maximum because the 
PPM ca l ib ra t ion  curve 4s not  v a l i d  when the ~ o ~ a r d s o n  source beam 
i s  attenuated by anything other than the propel lant  surface, 
60 
The operat im o f  the temperature measurement system i s  thus 
established, Detailed design c r i t e r i a  for the l i n e  reversal 
pyrometer i s  given i n  Appendix B.  
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EXPERSMENTAL RESULTS 
The experiments conducted i n  t h i s  research program can be 
F i rs t ,  a f i l m  study was conducted i n  separated i n t o  two phases. 
which burning samples o f  a composite sol i d  propel lant  were photo- 
graphed as the servomechanism system posit ioned the burning surface 
o f  the propel lant  sample, 
above the burning surface of a composite s o l i d  propel lant  was 
Second, the temperature o f  the gases 
measured as a funct ion o f  the distance from the burning surface 
t o  the temperature measurement region 
system was employed f o r  these measurements, 
The temperature measurement 
Before the resu l ts  are described, the type o f  propel lant  used 
i n  the experiment w i l l  be discussed, Following th is ,  the experiments 
w i l l  be discussed i n  terms o f  t h e i r  objectives and resul ts.  
The Sol id  Propellant Used i n  the Experiments 
The s o l i d  propel lant  used i n  the experimental program was 
a polysulfide-ammonium perchlorate propellant, The formulation o f  
the propel lant  was taken from Reference 28 and i s  given i n  Table 1, 
The reason f o r  using t h i s  propel lant  type was t h a t  i t  has been a 
wel l  characterized propel lant  i n  terms of flame temperature, burning 
rate, and physical propert ies due t o  i t s  extensive use i n  s o l i d  
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TABLE I o  
i 
2 
.d 
Propellant Composition 
(Concentrations given as percent weight) 
LP-3 (Thi okol ) 3206 
p-Qui none Di rjxfnt 2,2 
Sulfur (Fl owers ) 002 
Amnonium Perchlorate 65.0 
propellant rocket engines. In addition, the combustion character- 
istics of the propellant are such that the propellant burns well 
over a wide range of pressure with fine oxidizer grinds of unimodal 
distribution. 
The propellants-used in the experiments wece supplied by 
the Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Huntsville, Alabama, and consisted 
of two different unimodal oxid'l'zer grinds. The mean diameter of 
the coarse grind oxidizer was 50 microns (the,diameter where 50 
percent o f  the oxidizer is greater than that diameter) whereas the 
mean diameter of the fine grind oxidizer was 6 microns as measured 
on a micromerograph. The propellant samples were received in pint 
cartons and were cut into wafers of 500 and 1000 microns with a 
laboratory microtome (herican Optical Company, Model 900) for the 
film study and temperature measurement, 
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As mentioned previously, the sodium D l i n e  band was employed for  
the 1 ine  reversal temperature measurement; thus, i t  was necessary t o  
introduce a small f r ac t i on  o f  NaCl t o  the propel lant  formulation, I n  
introducing the NaCl i t  was recognized tha t  the sodium must mix uni- 
formly throughout the propel lant  before curing and must vaporize quickly 
a t  the burning surface o f  the propellant; thus, the MaCl was ground as 
f i n e l y  as possible, A microni ter  (Helme Products Inc,, Labomtory Model ) 
was employed t o  gr ind the NaCL The resulto’ng powder was examined under 
a microscope and found t o  be o f  diameters less than ten microns, The 
quant i ty o f  s a l t  added was 0,5 percent by weight, t h i s  being the optimum 
amount of s a l t  i n  terms o f  flame emo’ssivfty as determined by Sutherland (5) ,  
The F i l m  Study Experiments 
Description *of  the F i l m  Study Experiments 
The film’ study was conducted t o  determine (A) the a b i l i t y  o f  the 
servomechanism system t o  posf t ion the burning surface o f  a strand o f  
propel lant  f o r  the temperature measurement o f  the gases above the sur- 
face, (B) the asper i ty of the burning surface as i t  was posit ioned f o r  
the temperature measurement by the servomechanism system, and (C) the 
physical character ist ics o f  the gaseous ~ ~ m b u s t ~ o ~  zone as the burning 
surface was posit ioned by the servomechanism system The f i r s t  two 
objectives were prl”mari1y fntended t o  supply information pertaining t o  
the operation o f  the temperature measurement systemr whi l e  the t h i r d  
was intended as an experimental i ~ ~ e s t ~ g a t l ” u n  of the gaseous react ion 
zone which was independent from t h a t  o f  the temperature measurements 
65 
In order to gain information pertaining t o  the operation’of 
the servomechandsm system 8’n the temperature measurement system, 
the movie camera was mounted a t  the rear of the High Temperature 
lulierobcope. By mounting the camera a t  this pofnt, the strand‘of 
propellant could be vfewed along the optical axis o f  the line 
reversal pyrometer and the microscope could be employed to give 
‘i 
high magnifications of the burning surface. 
field of view of the camera ’included the busnfng surface and the 
temperature measurement reglon. 
microscope as employed here included the power changdng lenses 
necessary for h l g h  magni~~cation filmfng whereas only the forward 
]In this way, the 
I t  should be noted that the 
re? necessary i n  the prevl ously described l ine reversal 
pyrometer optics, The camera was a Paillard-Bolex  model HI6 F25) 
16 mm framing camera which was operated a t  a speed o f  64 frames 
per second, The film type was Kodak ~ ~ t a ~ ~ r o m e  ER film, Type B, 
Results of the Film Study Experbments 
Films, were obtained .of strands burnfng as their burn ing  
surfaces were .posi tloned by the s e r ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ a n ~ ~ m  system The 
strands were burned over pressures v ~ ~ y ~ n g  from atmospheric 
to 275 Ra4g for both the fine and coarse oxidizer grind propellants, 
The ability of the s e ~ ~ o ~ e ~ ~ a ~ ~ s r n  sy tem to operate satfs-  
factorily was established by ~ ~ m p a ~ ~ n g  the films of the burning 
surface to the posi tdon photomul ta’pl fer tube (PPFI tube) output. 
Comparison for each run  showed excellent agreement between the PPM 
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tube o u t p u t  and the surface location as observed from the film, 
Thus, i t  was established tha t  the visible l i g h t  beam position de-' ~ 
tection system (VLBPDS) could detect the location o f  the burnfng 
surface and the o u t p u t  of the PBM tube could be relied upon to-  
determine the locatlon o f  the burnlng surface a t  any'given tdme. 
A further lndicatdon of the a b f l i t y  of the ervomechanf sm 
- 
t o  position the burning surface o f  the propellant was obtained from 
measurements o f  the propellant burning rate w i t h  the servomechanism 
system, 
tachometer and PPM tube and measuring the o u t p u t  o f  the tachometer 
a t  the point  where the BM tube showed t h a t  the propellant surface 
was positioned, The tachometer ou tpu t  was then converted t o  burn- 
ing rate from the tachometer ca ibaoation curve shown i n  Ffg, 13, 
Burning rates measured i n  t h l s  manner are shown dn Fig, 22 for the 
pressure range of atmospheric t O  275 psigo 
This was accomplished by recording the o u t p u t  of the 
The asperity of the b ~ r n % ~ g  surface of the propellant strands 
was studied from films f n  which the High emperpa ture Microscope 
magnification was set  a t  35X, Th%s m a g n ~ f ~ c a ~ i  n corresponded to  
a ffeld of view of approximately 2OOOmicrons over the 16 mm film 
w i t h  a spat ia l  resolution of approx i~a~e~y  BO mfcaoo~~~ The films 
showed t h a t  the surface roughness of ~ t r ~ ~ d ~  SnhPbdte  by water 
leaching the oxidizer from the p r o ~ e l ~ ~ ~ t  surface and passing a 
column of nitrogen adgacent to  the propel lan t  surface would vary 
from large irregularities of 100 to  200 microns down t o  a smooth 
surface w i t h  drregularitfes o f  about IO t o  20 microns, In examindng 
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the f i l m s  and the PPM tube output, i t was discovered tha t  the large 
L 
Srregular i t ics  were re la ted t o  the t f l t f n g  o f  the burning surface 
e i the r  toward o r  away from the comparison source as the propel lant  
s trand burned 
Qu i te  obviously, the larger  surface i r r e g u l a r i  t i e s  could not  
be tolerated I n  the temperature measuremento Sfnce the ’camera .record 
was not  avai lable when temperatures were measured, a means o f  
i den t i f y i ng  the surface cham’ a t i c s  o f  the strand was necessary 
from the PPM tube output alone, Fortunately, the means o f  accom- 
p l i sh ing  tha t  object ive were present f n  the system, It was noted 
tha t  when the strand burned such tha t  an i r regu la r  surface pre- 
vailed, the PPM tube output became e r r a t i c  when compared t o  the 
output o f  t ha t  tube when the strand burned wfth a smooth surface. 
Bo i l l u s t r a t e  thfs, the outputs o f  the PPM tube and tachom- 
e te r  are shown i n  Fig, 23 for a f i n e  oxidizer gr ind propel lant  
burning a t  a pressure o f  222 psia, A t  time t = tlS the propel lant  
7s i gn i ted  and the burnfng surface burned past the lamp image, 
As the servomotor accelerated, the strand was driven upward u n t i l  
the burning surface again interrupted the lamp image a t  time t = tp. 
A t  time t = t3$ the surf 
the servomotor operating a t  a constant speed, The output o f  the 
oncedo alad - tbff ~~c~ 
PPM tube i n  t h i s  
shown i n  Ffgo 24 
A s im i la r  
a t  a pressure o f  
case %’s smooth and the film o f  the burning surface 
confirms t h i s  surface condf t ion, 
example f o r  the c0&rse oxidizer propel lant  burning 
207 ps ig i s  hown i n  F igs,  25 and 26, Mere again 
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I . .  
the strand surface Is smooth and $he correspond ng PPM tube o u t p u t  
confirms this condi t ion,  
An example of a coarse oxidizes gra'nd propellant strand burn- 
ing w i t h  an irregular surface a t  262 psda is shown i n  Figs, 27 
and 28. Here, the surface of propellant is smooth up to tdme 
t = t4 a t  which time some unknown defect 8'n the s t rand (possibly 
a void) caused the surface to burn on a slant. From Fig,  26 
undulatjons i n  the PPM tube o u t p u t  can now be seen, which cor- 
respond t o  the surface roughness shown i n  Fjg,  28, 
The results o f  studying the films f o r  dnfomation pertaining 
to  the combustion of the soldd propellant strands were not very 
extensfve due t o  the slow framing rate of the camera and the fact 
t h a t  a l l  o f  the films were of burndng s u r ~ ~ ~ e s  backlighted w i t h  the 
comparison source, Howevers one result of the films was very inter- 
esting, 
propellants, i t  was noted tha t  white streaks were present i n  the 
In the burning of both the fine and coarse oxidizer grdnd 
gaseous reaction zone a t  pressures above about 1 5 psia, The or ig in  
ob the streaks was not dear ly  established due to  the slow framing 
speed o f  the camera, I n  some cases, the l d g h t  emanated directly 
from the propellant surface as shown i n  Ftg, 29a0 
streak appeared abruptly above the s ~ ~ ~ a c e  as  own .a"n Fig., 29b. 
In others, the 
In st i l l  other instances, the streak appeared faintly for a distance 
of about 300 microns and then appeared b r i g h t  over the remainder 
o f  the field o f  vlewaa 
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The frequency of occurrence of the lSgh t  streaks was also d i f -  
f icul t  to  establish due t o  the slow framing rate of the camera; how- 
ever, i t  was observed tha t  the frequency increased w i t h  pressure, 
For pressures less t h a n  about 1 5 psia, no streaks were observed, 
The Temperature Measurement Experiments. , 
Description of the Temperature Measurement Experiments 
The previously descri bed temperature ~ ~ a s u r e ~ e n t  system was 
employed for the temperature measurements I n  these experiments 
The experiments were conducted using both the fine and coarse 
oxidizer gr ind propel 1 a n t  and the propel lants were burned over a 
pressure range o f  115 to  215 psfa, The flow settings for the strand 
and windows-purges were the same as the setttngs found t o  yield 
satisfactory burning surface characteristics f r o m  the film study, 
The Results o f  the Temperature Measurement Experiments 
The results of the temperature mea$urements over the pressure 
range o f  115 t o  215 psia showed tha t  the gaseous reaction zone i s  
very dnhomogeneous 
showed tha t  no average, one-dimensional t e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  re profiles exist 
above the burning .surface of the p~ope l l an~  a t  any 0% the pressures 
examined, The temperatu~e measurements of both the fine and coarse 
oxidizer grSnd propellants over the scannhg range o f  the instrument 
(up  t o  1000 mdcrons above the surface) showed temperatures varydng 
from the lower limit of accurate temperature mea~~rement (1800 K) 
In parti cu arb the temperature measurements 
78 
L .  t o  the adiabatic flame temperature o f  the polysulfide propellant 
(about 2200 K) e The size of the temperature measurement zone i n  pre- . ’ 
liminary measurements was about 60 mtcrons i n  height by 40 microns 
i n  width and the propellant thdckness was 1000 microns, Since the 
results were so erratic, the height of the temperature measurement 
region was increased to 120 microns i n  order t o  
temperature over a tavge mgBsn, T h i s  situation again resulted i n  
the erratic temperature results. A further attempt t o  measure a 
temperature profile was made by reducing the thickness of the strand 
t o  500 microns; however, again the results were of a very erratic 
nature, 
A plot-of  the temperature measured for  a fine oxidizer grind 
propellant burning a t  a pressure o f  215 psda is shown fn Fig, 30, 
Here i t  can be seen from four separate runs t h a t  there is no specific 
distance from the surface a t  w h i s h  a h i g h  ~ e m p e ~ a t ~ r e  is favored, 
A t  da’stances o f  about 100 microns from the surface, the adiabatic 
flame temperature was recorded, however, thOs was n o t  found consist- 
ently. In some cases the temperature was below the lower limit of 
the tnstrument (1800 K) ,  The accuracy of the distance measurements 
was Q 15 m.a’crons and the temperature m e ~ s u r e ~ ~ n t  was about += 50 K, 
which does not account for the scatter shown here, 
- .  - 
A similar p l o t  o f  the temperat~re measured above the burning 
surface o f  a coarse oxidizer gr ind  propellant burndng a t  a pressure 
of 215 psfg is show4 i n  Ffg, 31, For t h f s  plot, t h e  results sf two 
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One observation which was ewfdent over the pressure range 
examined was that the fluctuations ob temperature i n  the coarse. 
oxidizer g r i n d  propellant were much more pronounced than those o f  
the fdne oxidizer gr ind  a t  a given distance from the propellant 
surface, An Illustration o f  this can be seen by comparing the- 
temperature plots shown i n  Figs.  34 and 35, 
. 
n these plots, the 
temperature has been ecorded, w i t h  uncertainties, as a function of 
time as the se~~ome~han~sm system positioned the strand such that 
temperature measurement region was approximately 500 m i  cvons from 
the burning surface, The temperature measurement fpegdon was 120 - 
microns by 40 microns and the strands were $000 microns thick, In 
the case o f  the fine oxidizer g r i n d  propellant, the temperature can 
be seen to f ~ u c t u a t ~  from a temperature ob about I950 K to 2150 K 
over a time perfod of 140 mlllSseconds, 
the coarse oxfdizer gr ind  propellant, a fluctuation o f  about 1800 K 
to 2230 K exists over the same time period, The variation shown i s  
typical ob the temperature behavfor over the pressure range o f  115 
to 215 psis* 
. 
However, in the case o f  
Summary of Experfmental Results 
The results obtained from the experiments performed Saa this 
research program can be summarized as f'olIows: 
1, The servomec~~nism system is capable o f  positfoning the 
burning surface of the solid propellant strands such that temperature 
measurements can be made over a flame zone for a controlled length of 
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time. Furthermore, the VLBPDS fs capable o f  locatfng the burning 
surface w i t h i n  the detection tone a t  any given time, 
2. Lfght  streaks have been observed for the coarse and fine 
oxidizer grind propeIlants a t  p ~ e $ s u r r ~ o ~  115 psia and greater, 
These streaks appear t o  emanate from the bumjng surface, however, 
the precise location o the streak sources is not possible due to  
the low framing rate of the movie camera, 
30 Temperatures close t o  the adlabatis flame temperature 
exkt very close t o  the propel 1 a n t  surface (wS t h f  n I00 mf cvons 1 
over the pressure range o f  815 t o  215 psfa f o r  both the fine and 
coarse ox4 dfzer gr i  nd propel lants 
4, The temperature o f  the gases fluctuates over a range 
of 1800 K t o  2200 K a t  distances o f  800 t o  800 microns above the 
surface o f  the propellant a% pressures of I15 t o  2115 psda, 
5,. The temperature fluctuatfons occur more frequently for 
the coarse oxidizer gr ind  propellant (%=50 mlcrons) than  for  the 
fine oxidizer grind propellant (ae6 m i c ~ ~ a t ~ ) ,  
6 ,  A temperature proftle can be 4nferrred provided the 
temperature measuring system is operated w d t h o ~ t  the ~ e ~ ~ o ~ c h a n d ~ m ~  
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DISCUSSHOW OF ~ ~ ~ U ~ ~ S  
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The fol Iowl’ng dfscussion is concerned w i t h  the interpretation 
of the results found i n  this experimental program and the comparison 
of those results w i t h  the results obtadned in previous investigations, 
In particular, an attempt has been made to explain the differences 
between the experimental work of ~ u ~ h e ~ ~ a n d  (51, who found a steep 
temperature gradl’ent dn the gas phase adjacent t o  the surface, and 
the work of other researchers (6,7) who d i d  not f i n d  a steep tem- 
perature gradient adjacent t o  the surface, 
~~ te rp re t a t ion  o f ~ x ~ e r ~ m e ~ t a l  Results 
The experimental findings from t h f s  res ea^^^ program have been 
summarized a t  the end of the preced4ng section, 
result t ha t  h igh  tdmperatures, of the order o f  the adiabatic flame 
temperature of the propellant, have been measured a t  distances o f  
100 mdcrons and less from the p r o p e l l ~ n ~  surfaceo I t  has been 
Included was the 
shown previously tha t  dn order f o r  the gaseous reaction between the 
fuel and ox%’diter t o  supply the total energy necessary t o  sustain 
the surface reactions, a steep temperature gradfent must exist adjacent 
t o  $he propellant surface such that the flame temperature ds 
attained a t  a distance o f  about 10 to 50 microns from the propellant 
surface. 
a t  distance; 100 microns and less from the surface tends to  substantiate 
Thus, the above-mentioned result of temperature measurements 
the premise that the gaseous phase reactions are supplying a large 
fraction of the energy required t o  sustain the surface reactions, 
However, the experimental results show that the temperdltures w i t h i n  
the 100 micron zone are subject t o  violent changes wherein the temper- 
atures recorded were observed t o  range from an upper limit of the 
adiabatic flame temperature (2200 K) down t o  the temperature a t  which 
the measuring instrument would no longer g ive  reliable results 
(1800 K) .  Thus, i t  appears that the location of the high  temperature 
zone is  no t  restricted t o  a t h i n  zone whtch is smaller than the 
temperature measurement region. 
Turning attention t o  the results obtained above the region 
close to  the surface, i t  is possible t o  see further evidence of 
temperature fluctuations, 
100 t o  1000 microns from the surface, the temperatures again have 
been observed to  T1P'rctuate over a broad temperature range, 
For the measurements a t  a distance of 
As a result, i t  appears t h a t  the gaseous reactions between 
the fuel and oxidizer are occurring both very close t o  the surface 
and a t  distances well above that estimated t h f n  reaction zone which 
precludes the need for subsurface reactfons. Thus, a very i n -  
homogeneous reaction zone where i n h o ~ o g e ~ e ~  ti s are of the order o f  
hundreds of microns has been found above the burning surface of the 
propellants examined in this experimental program, 
Unfortunately, an accurate deta i led .descript ion o f  the gaseous - 
phase react ion zone i s  not possible i n  terns o f  structure o r  dimension 
from the experimental resu l ts  due t o  the averaging e f f e c t  which resu l ts  
from looking through a f i n i t e  depth o f  such an inhomogeneous regime, 
In  par t icu lar ,  the temperature and distance measurements i n  the zone 1( 
which i s  100 microns o r  less from the surface are subject t o  inaccura-. 
' 
c ies which deserve at tent ion here. F i r s t ,  the problem o f  de f in ing .  
the surface i s  d i f f i c u l t  f o r  a medium which i s  a composite o f  ox id izer .  
crysta ls  and binder. 
burns i n  a per fec t l y  r e c t i l i n e a r  planar fashion, 
more r e a l i s t i c  t o  bel ieve tha t  undulations o f  the order o f  ox id izer  
crysta l  s ize e x i s t  across t h i s  surface, 
ox id izer  g r ind  propellant, t h i s  would mean tha t  the i r regu la r t t i es  
are o f  the order o f  6 microns whfch i s  not excessive f o r  measurements 
of distance Sn the zone less than 100 microns from the surface, How- 
ever, f o r  the coarse ox id izer  g r ind  propellant, the surface would be 
of the order o f  50 microns. 
It i s  not pract ica l  t o  bel ieve tha t  the surface 
Rather, i t  would be 
I n  the case o f  the f i n e  
I n  t h i s  case the roughness o f  the sur- 
face cannot be ignored and spat ia l  resolut  on i n  the sense o f  a one- 
dimensional p r o f i l e  w i th in  a distance o f  100 m-icanons from the sur- 
face i s  meaningless, A second factor  which must be considered i s  
the e f f e c t  o f  the surface ti lt which has been mentioned previously. 
For a strand o f  1000 microns thickness, a large e r ro r  i n  distance 
measurement could r e s u l t  due t o  excessive surface tilt, However, the 
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results of the film study showed tha t  surface t i l t  could be identified., 
from the ou tpu t  of the PPM tube; thus, runs w i t h  surface t i l t  were 
not considered bn the f ina l  data analysis, 
In the case of errors i n  temperature measurement close t o  
I -I 
L-F due t o  -T- the surface, the possfbi l i ty  of error i n  the ratdo 
the gradual uncovering of the projected image of the monochr 
entrance s l i t  $or the temperature measurement region) by a t i l ted 
surface has been recognized i n  a previous experimental fnvestfga- 
tfon of so l id  propellant flame temperatures ( 5 )  ., However, since 
all of the runs w i t h  surface ta’lt were disregarded, this errar‘ is  
not considered to  be present i n  thSs e x p e r ~ m ~ ~ ~ a ~  p ‘ e A related 
error i s  tha t  of measuring temperatures as the temperature measure- 
ment region i s  uncovered by a non-tilted surface, Indeed, tempera- 
ture measurements cannot be made as the ~ o n o ~ h ~ ~  ear s l i t  i s  un- 
covered because the reference o u t p u t  of the TPM tube, IL, is known 
only for the case where the monochromator s l i t  gs completely P”1- 
luminated w i t h  l i g h t  from the comparison source, Hence, the out- 
p u t  of the TPM tube was not considered for temperature measure- 
ments i n  the experiments u n t i l  the surface had burned past the 
temperature measurement region. Considering the height of the 
temperature measurement region, t h d s  means that the gas temperature 
was not  measured u n t d l  the surface was a distance equal t o  one- 
half the height of the temperatu~e measurement regfon from the 
center of the temperature measurement region. Sa’nce tha t  region 
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was approximately 120 microns and 40 mfcrons for  the experiments 
reported, the averaging over the region of 100 mfcrons or  less from 
the surface i s  evident. 
From the above described error and averaging effects, i t  
can be seen that the temperatures measured i n  the zone 100 microns 
or less i n  distance from the surface i s  a t  best an average over 
that  entfse zone. However, i t  i s  certain from the results pre- 
sented tha t  the gaseous reaction zone does originate very close 
t o  the surface ( w i t h i n  100 mfcrons) and extends up to  a distance 
of about 1 mn above the burning surface f o r  combustion pressures 
of from 115 psia t o  215 psfa, Consfdering the estimated,thin zone 
necessary for complete-energy transfer from the gaseous phase 
reactions, this i s  further interpreted as evidence t h a t  the 
gaseous reaction between the fuel and oxidizer i s  not the sole 
provider of energy t o  the sustaining surface reactions 
. 
Evfdence of the importance of the gaseous reaction zone 
on the overall Combustion process can be Inferred from the f ind -  
ing of more ft-equenct temperature fluctuations i n  the gases a t  
distances of about 500 microns above the surface of the coarse 
oxidizer grind propellant when compared to  the f ~ u ~ t ~ a t i o n s  i n  
the fine oxidizer gr fnd  propellant a t  about the same distance, 
The indfcation here i s  t h a t  the gaseous reactions between the 
fuel and oxidizer are-occ~rrfflg farther from the surface for the 
’ 
coarse oxidizer grhd propellant, As a result, the energy transfer 
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from the gaseous phase reactions t o  the surfa e is less for the 
coarse oxidizer g r ind  propellanto Since the burning rate for the 
coarse oxddfaser gr ind  propellant is slower than  that of the fine 
oxidizer gr ind  propellant as shown i n  Fig. 22, the indication i s -  
t h a t  the energy ~ o n t ~ f ~ u t ~ o n  from the gaseous reaction tone i s  still 
signifdcant and must  not be ignored completely, 
’ 
‘The 14ght streaks observed fn the motion pfcture study have 
been considered as the source o f  the sudden t e ~ e ~ a t M ~ e  changes 
noted in the gaseous reactjon zone o f  the coarse and bine oxtdizer 
propellants, In the past, sfmilar l f g h t  streaks have been observed 
i n  film studies of the gaseous reactfon zone of composjte propellants 
by Marxman (291, 
the explosive cleflagPation o f  sfngle a ~ o ~ ~ u ~  pe~ch~orate  crystals. 
If this is fndeed the case, It would stand t o  reason t h a t  the path 
of the l i g h t  streak would be o f  a ha’gher ~emperat~re t h a n  tha t  of 
the surroundhg gases; thus, d f  the streak passed through the tem- 
perature m ~ a $ ~ ~ e m ~ n t  regions a t e m p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e  ~luctuatfon would occur. 
Confirmation of t h l s  fs u n ~ o ~ t ~ ~ a t ~ l y  not possible from the motion 
picture study of thSs research program because o f  the slow framing 
rate o f  the camerao However, the results o f  ~ a ~ x m a n  show that the 
deflagration of sfngle crystals a~~~~~~ f a a  less than 1/26 of the 
amnoni urn perch1 orate prpe ent, If thfs fs also true for the poly- 
sulfide propel~ants used fn this r e ~ e a r ~ h  p r o ~ ~ a r n ~  the possibility 
of the streak passfng through the ~ ~ p ~ ~ a t u ~ e  region % s  remote, 
In t ha t  study, the p~enomenon was attributed t o  
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Thus, i t  appears more probable that the. temperature fluctoations ' 
are not a result o f  the observed l i g h t  streaks; rather, they are 
indeed a resul t o f  the more extensive gaseous phase reactions which 
are occurring above the burning surface, . s 
The one important result that artses from the postulated 
gaseous reaction tone structure is the key to  unde~stand~ng the 
discrepancies of previous investigations, Because, if the re- 
action zone is o f  an dnhomogeneous nature where the inhomogeneities 
could be ob the order o f  hundreds o f  m9crons, the experimental 
approaches of prevdoacs attempts to  measure t e ~ ~ @ r a t u r e  p of4 les 
could lead t o  erroneous results, 
approaches, the procedure followed has consbted o f  f j x i n g  the 
temperature measurement po%n% (or region) a t  a p o i n t  below the sur- 
face of the propellant sample, The propellant fs fgnited and the 
surface then burns past the ~easu~ement point such that a single 
temperature scan o f  the gaseous reactdon zone i o  obtained, Since 
the gaseous reactions are occ rrlng a t  various podnts t h  
the zone traversed by the temperat~re measurement point and the 
locations of these reactions are changing constantly as the sur- 
face regresses away from the ~ e ~ ~ @ r a ~ u ~ ~  ~ a $ u ~ e m e ~ ~  poa'nt, i t  i s  
conceivable that almost any shape of temperature profile 9s pos- 
In al l  o f  the past experjmental 
sible above the burning surface, Indeed, the results of' the 
95 . .. 
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temperature measurements 
servomotor o f f  show tha t  
i n  this experimental program w i  t h  the 
temperature profiles can be inferred as 
. .  shown i n  Figs. 32 and 33. Thus,  single scan temperature measure- 
ments can lead t o  serious errors in the study o f  the combustion 
zone structure a 
land's temperature measurement (5) the following 
results are noted, First, the adiabatic flame t e  
a t  a distance of 100 microns from the surface, The second i s  that 
the flame tone was mdcroscopically inhomogeneous wf t h  fnhomogenei ties 
o f  the order o f  a t  least ten microns, a situation which was inferred 
from the r i p p l i n g  of the sfgnal when the ~ a ~ i a t ~ 0 n  from the flame 
was recorded 
The technique for measuring temperatures as employed by 
Sutherland was basically the same as t h a t  employed i n  this investi- 
gation, The major difference was the employment of a single 
temperature scan technlque i n  Sutherland's experiments dnstead of 
a surface c o ~ ~ ~ o ~ l i n g  tech ique as employed i n  the present experi- 
mental approach, As a resultp i t  was expected t h a t  there would 
be agreement between the experimental resul ts Upon comparison 
o f  the sesults, I t  appears tha t  there fs agreement =in the exa'stence 
of high  t e m ~ e ~ a t u ~ e s  clo e t o  the surface, A% zones 8 
the surface, temperature ~ ~ u c ~ u a t i o ~ s  are noted whfch is also i n  
agreement w i t h  t h i  expeu-iment, Thus the experfmental resul ts are 
i n  agreement, 
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However, the conclusions drawn from the experimental resul ts 
are not i n  agreement, In ~uthev~andQs work, the conclusion i s  drawn 
tha t  the results lend suppovt t o  a gaseous flame adjacent t o  the burn- 
fng surface precluding the need o f  subsurface reactions to  sustain 
1 
the overall combustion process, I t  is evident from the results o f  
this investigation tha t  such a conclusion i s  unfounded if t t  i s  
based upon abesul ts obtained from a single temperature scan experi- 
ment, If Suthesland had introduced a means o f  measuring the tem- 
perature over a fixed region w i t h  respect to  the burning surface 
as done f n  this experimental approach, the presence o f  temperature 
fluctuations over tha t  zone would have been established, Thus,  he 
would not have been led t o  the concllusion of a steep temperature 
gradient a t  the surface. 
The results of Penzias (6) are o f  the type which substantiate 
the results of thfs experiment, TWQ comments appear t o  be necessary 
before discussion of those results, Firs%, an infrared technique 
was empldyed i n  the experiments of Penzs'as whScR involved measure- 
ments of absorptivity and radlance o f  the propellant flame a t  23 
different wavelengths, The results were based upon separate strand 
burning i n  which each m e a s u r e ~ ~ t  yielded i n ~ o ~ ~ t i o n  a t  only one 
wavelength, Second, an indirect means of ~ e a $ ~ r ~ n g  the distance 
from the measurement regfon t o  the burning surface was employed 
which requfsed the independent measurement o f  the burning rate under 
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experimental, condi tions, As the propellant surface burned by the 
detection region, the measurements of emissfvf ty and radiance were 
made as a function of time, The data were then  converted by the 
burning rate value from a time t o  a spatia df s t k i  bution,  As a 
result of these comnents and the f a c t  t ha t  this was again a single 
- 
scan technique, i t  is emphasized tha t  %he poss.P"bilfty of error is 
present $n locating the distance where the maxi~um temperature occurs 
An interesting result included in Pentias' work i s  an ob- 
served temperature f l u c ~ ~ a t ~ ~ n  measured a t  a wawelength o f  3,30 
microns, which is shown i n  Fig, 36, Here, Penrias has noted the 
e x % ~ e ~ e l y  violent t e ~ p e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e  ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ a t ~ ~ n ~  t h a t  were observed i n  
the burning of strands of propellants i n  this r ~ s e a ~ c h  program, 
Thus, the results of Penzjas a t  th'is wavelength are consjstent 
w i t h  the results that  the gaseous reaction zone Os of a very 
inhomogeneous nature 
The results o f  Sabadell * s  t ~ ~ r ~ c o ~ p ~ e  experiments (7)  are 
again based on a single t e m p ~ r a ~ ~ r e  scan of %he gaseous reaction 
zone. The results of the study are again consistent wSth the postu- 
lated extensive gaseous reaction region, In fact, Sabadell sug- 
gested the existence o f  such a t o  explain the 
very slow rise i n  t e ~ ~ e r a ~ u r $  exg VSenced by the the~ocouple after 
emerging from the ~ ~ r n i ~ g  s rface. The absence o f  t e ~ p e ~ a ~ ~ e  
f l u ~ t u a t i o n ~  from the t h e ~ o ~ o u p ~ e  =is not surprising due to the 
thermal lag present i n  the t h e ~ ~ c o u p ~ e  o u t p u t ,  
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Final ly,  the resu l ts  o f  Povfnelli (20) and Maesche (21) ’ ‘ 
from the spect scopie studies of the flame in whfch sf%es ob CN 
Pada’ation were measured conflm the resul  t s  established i n  t h i s  
gation, The resu l ts  of both o these ~ % ~ d a ’ ~ ~  showed tha t  
the a-eactfon zone extended t o  dtstances o f  about one t o  two mm 
above the surface, I n  regard t o  ~ l ~ c t u ~ t ~ o ~ s  i n  the reactfon zone, 
the spectrographfc t e ~ h n ~ ~ ~ e  a ” ~  not su i tab le f o r  drawfrag meanfngful 
resull t s  
integrates the t o t a l  radfat jon from the flame over the ta’me the 
strand burns by the detectfng sla’t, Thus, the output is not  known 
f o r  wry short tfme ~ ~ t e ~ ~ a ~ s ~  
.- 
The Dpaddatdon ds recorded on a p ~ o t o ~ ~ a p ~ i ~  p la te  which 
P 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The main result crf this investigation has been the conclusion * 
that the gaseous reaction zone of a composite propellant is not 
confined to a very t h i n  layer adjacent to the propellant surface 
such that the gaseous reaction between the fuel and oxidizer is 
the sole source of energy for sustan”ning the controlling surface 
reactdons, Also, i t  has been found that previous attempts t o  
measure the heat transfer characteristics of the gaseous phase by 
means of single temperature scans of that zone have led to erroneous 
conclusions i n  some cases. Furthemre, i t  has been determined that 
the gaseous reaction zone cannot be represented by a one-dimensional 
tempera ture prof i B e 
In regard to the overall combustion process of composite 
propellants, the results of this i n ~ ~ ~ t i g a t ~ Q n  indfca%e that heat 
generation a t  or  below the propellant surface is necessary i n  order 
to supplement-the energy transfer from the gaseous reaction zone to 
the propellant swrface. Mowever, the finda’ng of  greater temperature 
fluctuations i n  the gases above the su face of the caarse oxa’dizer 
grind propellant when compared to the fine oxl’dizer gr ind  pmpellant 
indicates that the gaseous reactl’ons between fuel and oxidizer must 
: 
not be ignored completely, 
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I n  l i g h t  of the findings o f  t h i s  research program, i t  i s  con- 
cluded tha t  one-dimensional theoret ical  and experf mental approaches 
to  the steady s tate ~ o ~ u ~ t i Q ~  o f  a composfte s o l i d  propel lant  w i l l  
never supply the answers t o  the more co&1'9 icated areas o f  non-steady 
combustion, I n  par t icu lar ,  St appears tha t  studies I n  the gaseous 
phase must now be directed towards understanding reactions t h a t  occur 
i n  a zone which i s  a t  leas t  IO00 mfcmns th ick and contains tnhomo- 
genieties o f  the order o f  several hundred mtcmns; as a resul t ,  a 
three-dimensional approach appears necessary t o  represent the com- 
bus ti oq process 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Symbol 
area o f  the monochromator s l i t  i l luminated by rad iat ion 
from the source. 
area o f  the monochromator s l i t  i l luminated by rad iat ion 
from the rad iat ing specde i n  the flame, 
t o t a l  radiant energy emitted over the wavelength in te rva l  S e 
A1 
A2 
B (T) 
f i r s t  rad iat ion constant e cl 
second rad jat ion constant. c2 
I output of photomul t i p 1  i e r  tube. 
J (x,T) emitted blackbody radiant energy, 
K ca l ib ra t ion  constant for  photomult ip l ier  tube output, 
T temperature. 
brightness temperature, T1 
Greek Symbols 
A,T) spectral absorpt iv i tyo 
L (k,T) spectral ems” ttance, 
A wave1 eng t h 
transmission coef f i c ien t  o f  the opt ics between the compari- 
son source and the flame, 
transmission coef f i c ien t  o f  the opt ics between the flame 
and the photomul t d p l i e r  tube, 
‘2 
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solid angle for the radiation from the source as i t  enters 
the col limatlng 'lens of the monochromator. 
solid angle for the radiation from the radiating species as 
i t  enters the collimatbng lens o f  the monochromator. 
1 .  
@ 2  
Subscripts 
L 1 amp 
F flame. 
L-F 1 amp transmitted through f 1 ame ., 
Abbrevi a t i  ons 
AP 
PBAA 
PCPM 
PPM 
SCR 
TPM 
VLBPDS 
a~onium perchlorate 
pol ybu tadi ene-acryl i c acid. 
position correction photomul t i p 1  ier. 
posit ion photomultiplier. 
si 1 icon con tsol rectifier 
temperature photomultipl fer. 
visible l i g h t  beam position detection system. 
P 
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* ,  
DESIGN ~ R ~ ~ ~ R ~ A  FOR THE LINE REVERSAL PYROMETER 
The temperature meas~r~ment technfque chosen for the tem- 
perature measurement system was a line reversal technique, In 
the following discussion, the theoretical basfs for the line 
reversal is presented, Included are the important assumptions 
i n  the theory wha”ch lead t o  design cr9teria necessary for the 
fabrication o f  a line reversal p y r ~ e t ~ ~ ~  Fol1owing that dis-  
cussi on, the pyrometer empl oyed 1 n t hd  s research program d s dds- 
cussed 8”n terns of the design criteria, 
Deve~~pment of the Line Reversal Theory 
The 1 i ne reversal technique of measuring f l  ame temperature 
consists of i ~ t r o d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  an atsmdc radiating specie i n  the flame 
and comparing the absorption and e ~ ~ s s i o n  c~aracter i  sti cs of that 
radiating specie t o  the radiant energy ~ h ~ r a ~ ~ e r i s ~ t c s  of a 
calibrated l i g h t  souace (or c ~ p a r ~ $ o n  source), The validity of 
the technfque depends mainly upon the extstence of thermal 
equili briurn between the flame and the radfating specieo 
The geasurement is actually tha t  of the effective electronic 
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, .  
1 
i 
excitation temperature for  the partfculak specfe used i n  the flame, 
'Thus, ff the specie i s  not i n  e ~ u ~ ~ i b l r ~ u ~  w f t h  the translational' 
degree o f  freedm of the gas ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ~ @ s  8r atoms, the temperature 
measurement i s meani ngl ess , 
~ e ~ e ~ o ~ ~ e n t  o f  %he ~ ~ e o r y  
The radiant energy emjtted a t  a gdweaa wavelength and tem- 
perature from a blackbody is given by Planck's radiatdon law. 
Hence, the rad1 ant energy emi tted from the empard son source over 
the wavelength fntelrvall a t  which the specie added t o  the flame 
radiates and absorbsb 6 D is given by 
where 
s g ( ~ @ T ~ )  = spectral e ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ c e  of the Imp filament 
k 
I 
where 
E ~ ( A , T ~ )  = spectral emittance o f  the blame 
I f  the radfant energy from the comparison source i s  passed 
through the flame, a fraction o f  %hat energy will be absorbed by 
the radiatfng and absorbing specie over the wavelength interval 
6A resulting f n  a reduced radfant energy over t h a t  wavelength 
a”nterva1 Thus 
where 
aF(h,TF) = spectral absorptivity o f  the flame, 
The condition for Fine reversal exa’sts when the radiant 
energy over the wavelength ~ n ~ e ~ ~ a l  6X from the comparSson source 
i s  viewed through the flame such t h a t  the radhnt energy of the 
flame equals the radiant energy o f  the lamp bebow mtering the 
f l  ame Hence, 
Introducing the P I  anck 1PadP’at-P” on equati on 
where C, = first radiation constant 
C2 = second radl’atdsn constant 
i n t o  equatdons 1 , 2, and 3 and s u b s t i t u t i n g  that group o f  equations 
i n  equatl’on 4, a f t e r  c a ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ t ~ o n  ob like ter s, yields  
n order t o  stmpll’fy thls relationship,  the assumption is 
made t h a t  the quant i t ies  E$A,K& sF(ASTF), and a F(ABTF) a r e  
constant across the w a v e ~ e ~ g ~ ~  n t ~ ~ ~ a a  6X, In ddition, the 
assumption is made t h a t  ~ i r ~ h h o ~ ~ ’ ~  radiatfon law is valid i n  the 
flame such %hat 
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F 
Thus, equation 5 can be integrated by the trapezoidal rule t o  give 
Introducing the concept o f  bra’ghtness temperature ( t h a t  is the 
temperature o f  a blackbody a t  a given waveleng%h wa’th the same 
radiant energy as the lamp fflament surface a t  %he same wavelength) 
equation 7 becomes 
TF = TL’ 
where 
TL’ = brightness temperature o f  the lamp fflament, 
Thus, the measurement o f  the flame temperature w f t h  the ldne 
reversal technique involves matchjrrag two radiant energfes as de- 
scribed ’o’n qquatfon 4 by adjustfng the comparison source intensity, 
Once the match 1s obta’sned the system i s  safd  t o  be reversed and 
L 
the flame temperature 1s equal to the comparison source brtghtness 
The method o f  measurfng flame t e m ~ e r a t ~ r e ~  as described above 
is too slow fo r  the measurements made i n  this res6 
However, the modibi ed 1 I ne reversal technique D ncreases the speed 
of the temperature measurement t o  a ra te  which i s  compatible t o  the 
needs o f  the temperature p r o f i l e  studyo The modjfied l i n e  reversal 
technique was f i r s t  introduced by Silverman (30) and has had wide- 
spread appl icat ion i n  measuring gas temperature (31 32, 33) I n  
t h i s  approach a photomult ip l ier  tube i s  employed t o  measure the 
previously defined rad iant  energy levels, 
' 
The outputs o f  the p h o t o m u ~ t i p ~ i e r  tube f o r  these energy 
levels are given by 
where 
= transmfssibn coefficqent o f  the opt ics  between the 
csmparfson source and flame 
= transmission coef f i c ien t  o f  the opt ics  between the 
flame and the p ~ o t o m u l t ~ p ~ ~ e ~  tube, 
= s o l i d  angle f o r  the Padfation from the source as f t  
enters the co l l imat ing lens of the monQch~omat~r~  
v2 
3 
- 2 -  
AI = 
A2 = 
In the 
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soldd angle for the radiation from the radiating 
specie i n  the flame as i t  enters the ~ o 1 ~ ~ m a t i n g  
lens o f  the ~ ~ o c h r o m a t o r ~  
area of the ~ o ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ m a t ~ r  s l i t  i a ~ ~ m i n a ~ e d  by 
radiation f v w m  the sourceo 
radiatfon from the radiating specfe i n  the flame, 
modffied line Peveapsal technfque, d t  is convenient 
t o  group the three p h ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ t ~ p ~ f e ~  tube outpu%s to  give 
Where TL’ -c brightness t ~ ~ p ~ r a % u ~ e  of the comparison source a t  
the flame, 
Solving equation 13 fora the blame ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ e  yjelds 
A By the proper optical desfgn, the ratio I / 9 A 2  is equal to  uni ty ,  
Thus, the tempe~at~re of the flame is measured in terns o f  the three 
photomultiplier tube outputs and reversal is not required i n  the 
modi f i  ed B a” are 
energy l eve1 s 
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, c 
reversal technique e ~ ~ s c ~ i m i  natf on between the radiant 
i s  accomplished by ~ n t ~ ~ d u ~ i n g  choppers in the 
pyrometer ~ p t i c s ,  One chopper inte rprpts the l i g h t  path between the 
comparison source and flame while the other interrupts the l i g h t  path 
between the flame and photQm~1tiplie~ tube, Thus, the number o f  tem- 
perature measuremen%s over a gfven time i s  determined by the chopping 
frequency 
Several important criteria for accurate temperature measure- 
ments w i t h  a modified line reversal py~meter can be established 
from the above theory d e ~ e l o ~ m e ~ t ~  These can be s ~ ~ a ~ ~ ~ e d  as 
Qol lows: 
equf 1 i br i  um must exist between the radi at4 ng 
specie and the blame gases, 
2, The quantities ~~~~~~~~ cF(APTF) and ~~~~,~~~ m u s t  
be constant over the wavelength interval gg, 
3, Radiant energy from the p: parison source can b 
only from ~ ~ $ ~ ~ p ~ i o n  by the radiating specie(, 8’n the flame, Solid 
particles whlch could cause scattering o f  t h a t  r ad ian t  energy must 
not exist i n  the flameo A I  oI  the w i ~ d ~ w ~  must be maintained free 
o f  d i r t  or  soot t h ~ o u g ~ o u t  the period o f  ~emper~tMr~ measurement, 
4, The desfgn of the pyrome~e~ optics mwst be such tha t  
= A2“2° 
ultipl-ier tube outpart mus% be linear w i t h  
i n p u t  radiant energy 
The Design o f  the ~ ~ ~ o m e t e ~  
k’ 
I 
The importance o f  thermal equi%ibrium between the radiat jng 
specie and the flame has been emphasized ~ r e v i o u s ~ y ~  
program, the raddating specie ’added t o  the flame was sodium and the‘ 
I n  this research 
erval was centered about the sodium D lfnes, T h i s  
wavelength band has been used i n  the past  (31,321 and was selected 
because sodium f s  generally accepted as being $n thermal equi l ibr ium 
w i t h  the flame (34, 35, 361, Although there 3s AB way to prove t h a t  
thermal equi3ibrium was present between the sodium atoms and the 
flame, previous exam4 ~ ~ ~ i o ~ s  have shown sat3 $ ~ a ~ t o r y  agreement be- 
tween theoreti ea% ly pred-i cted and experime~tal f l  a m  temperatures 
parison source employed in the pyrometer was a GE 
tungsten strip lamp, The spectral emiss9vit.y of the tungsten 
s t r i p  is constant w i t h i n  the a ~ ~ ~ r a ~ y  o f  experimental data f o r  the 
spectral properties of tungsten (37) ., Thus , the requ9 rement t h a t  
gL(ASTL) be m a i n ~ a ~ ~ e ~  ~ ~ n s t a ~ t  over the experfment wavelength 
was realized for the pyromete~s~ 
The spectral emissivity and absorp%ivity o f  the radfa t ing  
specie fap the flame are a functiom ob the ~oncentrat~on o f  r ad ja t ing  
specie f n  the flame, However, the width  and shape o f  the spectral lines 
As a resultp the exit s l f t  o f  %he monQ~hroma%or was adjusted 
allow ~ n l y  the spectral lines emitted by 
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the saddurn atoms such tha t  E ~ ( A $ V ~ )  and cp F(A,TF) were constant over 
the experiment wavelength, 
The problem o f  scat ter  i n  the flame was not  present f o r  
the simple nonmetalired propel lant  used i n  the research program. 
However, the problem o f  clouded windows was present i n  some fn- 
stances. The frequency o f  occurrence o f  t ha t  problem was reduced 
by purging the windows w i th  nitrogen, The detection o f  d i r t y  win- 
dows $as accomplished by moa4 tor fng the post t f on  correct ion 
photomul t i p l i e r  tube [PCPM tube) as descrtbed prev%ously. Thus, 
although t h i s  problem was not elfminated 
was avai lable t o  detect when the problem was present, 
the pyrometer, a means 
The design of the op t ica l  system for the pyrometer i s  
i l l u s t r a t e d  schematically in Fig, 6 and 14, I n  order t o  s a t i s f y  
the four th  design c r i te r ton ,  the opt ics were designed such tha t  
the areas o f  the monochromator s l i t  i l l ~ m ~ n a t e d  by the f8me, 
and the comparisons source$ A?, were equal This was accompl 
by ensuring tha t  both the radiant energy from the comparison 
source and flame completely covered the s lS t  opening, In add 
*1* 
shed 
t i o n  
the requirement on the s o l i d  angles 
ducing an iris diaphragm between the flame and the photomult ip l ier  
tube as shown 4n Fig, 14, Since the f number o f  the lens L2 shown 
dn Fig, 6 was smaller than tha t  o f  the microscope object ive lens, 
and 2 was met by i n t ro -  
the iris diaphragm served t 9  limit the s o l i d  angle o f  both the 
flame and comparison source vadiant energy, As a resul t ,  the s o l i d  
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angles U, and w were equal 
was met i n  the pyrometer, 
Thus, the fourth design criterion 2 
The temperature measurement pho multiplier tube (TPM tube) 
was designed such that the ratio of the voltage divider current 
to  anode current was always less than  0, l  for maximum linearity 
as specified by the p ~ ~ t o m u l t ~ p ~ ~ e r  tube manufacturer (271, A 
Kodak neutral density step tablet was employed t o  check the TPM 
tube linearity, The check confirmed t h a t  the TPM tube o u t p u t  
was linear fok the radiant energy levels enterfng the photo- 
cathode of the photomultiplier tube, 
Thus ,  the prevfously defined design c r I  teria necessary for 
fabricating a modified 11 ne reversal pyrometer 
i n  the pyrometer employed In this research ~ r o ~ ~ a ~ ~  
APPENDIX C 
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C A ~ ~ B ~ A T ~ O ~  OF 
The compar.e’son source was a tungsten strip lamp (GE Model 
18A/T18/2P). The lamp served two purposes i n  the temperature measure- 
ment system, First, the lamp was employed as a continuous l i g h t  
source for the ljne ~ e ~ e r $ ~ l  pyvometero Second, the 1.mp was 
employed as the source of l i g h t  necessary for  the operation of the 
servomechanism detection system (VLBPDS) Current was supplied 
t o  the lamp from six 12 BP storgge batterrfes wired i n  parallel. 
Regulation of the current level was ac~om~lished by a one ohm 
rheostat (Ohmfte Model T IQ) wired a”n serSes between the lamp 
and the battery ou tpu to  In order t o  achfeve m a x ~ m ~ ~  lamp sta- 
b i l i t y ,  the lamp was annealed a t  a cuprent o f  12 amp for a period 
of several hundred hours, 
Temperature Calibration sf the ~ o ~ p a ~ ~ ~ o ~  Source 
As ddscussed prevfously, the brtghtness temperature ob the 
comparfson source must be known a t  the flame loeatfon i n  order to 
calculate the flame temperature from equation 14, Calibration 
t o  f i n d  the brightness temperaturg o f  the lamp was accomplished w i t h  
a d i  sappearf ng fa’ 1 ament pyrometer (Leeds and ~ o ~ % ~ r ~ p  Model 360) 
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The pyrometer was mounted'and focused such tha t  the image o f  the 
tungsten s t r i p  lamp was observed through the telescope o f  the pyrom- 
eter, Values o f  the lamp brightness temperature were obtained as a 
function o f  lamp current from 8 amps t o  13.5 amps. The brightness 
temperature measurements were f o r  a wavelength o f  00&53 p.  
the experiment wavelength was 0.5893 U, i t  was necessary t o  calcu- 
l a t e  the brightness temperature corresponding t o  the experiment wavelength 
from the measured brightness temperature 
Since 
\ 
Representing the radiant energy o f  the tungsten lamp by Planck's 
rad iat ion law, the t rue temperature o f  the lamp can be expressed 
i n  terms o f  the brightness temperature o f  the lamp, Hence, 
where 
= wavelength o f  pyrometer measurement (,653 p )  &RED 
TL ue temperature o f  the lamp 
T'RED = brightness temperature o f  the lamp a t  "RED 
eL(ARED,TL) = spectral emissivity o f  tungsten 
1 
e., 1 
Solving equation 15 f o r  the t rue  lamp temperature required 
a t r i a l  and er ro r  solut ion. As a resul t ,  a computer program was 
wr i t ten  i n  which the t rue  lamp temperature was calculated f o r  a given 
brightness temperature. The values f o r  the tungsten emissivi t y  
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were obtained from (37), Once the t rue  lamp temperature was known, 
the brightness temperature o f  the lamp was calculated a t  the experi- 
ment wavelength, This was done by replacing the value o f  the wave- 
responding t o  the experiment wavelength. Thus, the brightness I 
temperature o f  the lamp a t  the experjment wavelength was expressed 
bY 
c2 
A p l o t  o f  the measured and calculated lamp temperatures 
for  the above mentioned current range i s  presented i n  Figo 37. 
Cal ibrat ion o f  the VLBPDS 
The ca l ib ra t ion  o f  %he visdble l i g h t  beam pos i t ion  detection 
system (VLBPDS) was important i n  obtafnjng the p l o t  o f  pos i t ion 
photomult ip l ier  tube (PPM tube) output versus distance as shown 
i n  Fig. 7 o  
surface o f  a propel lant  strand (not burning) i n t o  the image o f  
The ca l ib ra t ion  technique a'nvolved advancing the 
the tungsten s t r i p  lamp a t  known in te rva ls  of distance whlle 
the output o f  the PPM tube was recorded a f t e r  each advancement 
o f  the propel lant  strand, The hefght o f  the lamp image was 
approximately 2 mn and the in te rva l  o f  advancement distance was 
114 - + 5 microns, Thfs small in te rva l  was at ta ined by revolving 
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the servomotor dr iveshaft  i n  one-quarter tu rn  steps, The small 
e r ro r  i n  pos i t ion  resul ted by applying a downward pressurq t o  the 
propel lant  feedshaft and revolv ing the servomotor dr iveshaft  
such tha t  the feedshaft mowed upward only, 
Ldneari ty of the VLBPDS cal ibratfonv curve was important f o r  
the operation of the servomechanism and the accuracy o f  measuring 
the distance w i th  the output o f  the PPM tube, I n  order t o  obtain 
l i nea r i t y ,  i t  was found tha t  the lamp current could not exceed 
12 amp, A t  higher currents , the ~ u ~ p ~ t  f the PRM $&be was 
saturated when the strand was no t  blocking the lamp image, When 
saturata'on prevailed, the slope ob the VLBPDS curve, as shown 
i n  Fig, 7, was zero 
distances closer t o  
about 11 amp, This 
temperature f o r  the 
a t  small distances and was more negative a t  
2000 microns, The optimum lamp current was 
%hen dictated the lamp current and brightness 
temperature measurement (approximately 1850 K) 
~ O M B ~ S ~ ~ ~ N  BOMB SYSTEM 
, 
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APPENDIX D 
ON OF COMBUSTION BOMB SYSTEM 
The experiments were performed 9n a combustion bomb which was 
incorporated i n  a purge f low system as i l l u s t r a t e d  schematQcal1y i n  
Fig. 38, The combustion bomb and purge components, termed the com- 
bustion bomb system, were located i n  a t e s t  c e l l  having reinforced 
concrete walls 
accomplished f r o m  a control room which was remote Prom the t e s t  
c e l l  for safety purposes. 
Operation of the ~ ~ m b u s t i o n  bomb system was 
The combustion bomb was fabrfcated f r o m  a stainless steel  
forging and was designed t o  operate safely up t o  a pressure o f  
2000 psia, The ins ide diameter o f  the combustion bomb was 9 l / 2  in .  
and the length was 8 i n o  A 1 fn, diameter plexiglas window was 
located a t  each end o f  the bomb i n  order t o  allow the photomult ip l ier  
tubes t o  detect the radiant energy f r o m  the flame and tungsten s t r f p  
lamp fmage, 
A nftsogen supply was used t o  pressurize the ceombustfon bomb 
and purge the propel lant  s t ~ a r ) d  and windows durfng a f f r i ng .  The 
supply consfsted o f  s i x  nitrogen bo t t les  coupled t o  a manifold. The 
flow o f  nitrogen t o  the combustion bomb was regulated by a 1/2 in, 
dome loaded f low regulator and a pa ra l l e l  combination o f  three 
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.3 
hand operated needle valveso The dome loaded regulator supplied a 
f i xed  upstream pressure t o  the needle valves; whereas the needle 
valves adjusted the f low ra te  o f  nitrogen t o  the strand and window 
purges a 
The combustion bomb was vented w i th  a 3/4 in.  variable 
pos i t ion pneumatic valve. That valve was adjusted such tha t  the 
bomb pressure was constant and equal t o  the desired pressure 
during a f i r i n g o  The pressure i n  the combustion bomb was measured 
wi th  a 0 t o  IO00 psi Hejse gauge, 
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